
Call Center 

As explained in the Direct Testimony of Company wit.ness Miller, effective May 29, 
2001, customer inquiry and billing functions for the Company are being performed at the 
-Call ~ k n t e ~  in Alton, Illinois. Mr. Miller explained that call center functions were 
consolidated throughout the entire American Water System as a cost saving measure. 

Mr. Miller explained that in the 2001 rate case, the Company included a request to 
recover, through a ten-year amortization, the e sha ted  transition and set-up cost for the 
move to the call center. However, since the actual transition costs exceeded the estimate 
included in the last rate case, the Compmy proposed in this case to reflect the actual 
transition costs, reduced by the $80,368 per year amortization recorded for 2002 and 2003 
and recovered in rates over the last two years. Rebuttal Testimony, Miller, p. 36. 

The Company proposed to adjust the amortization amount to $1 62,146 per year to 
recoup the unrecovered balance over the remaining eight-year amortization period 
implemented incident to the 2001 rate case. The Company asserted that the Staff position 
imputes a higher amortization amount than the Staff recommended in the 200i rate case to 
amve at a remaining balance to be amortized. 3 X s  position is incorrect in that it presumes 
the Company recovered in rates in 2001 and 2003 the increased amortization imputed by 
Staff. Company Initial Brief pp. 3 8-40. 

Both the CAD m d  the Cities recommended t h i s  cost not be passed on to ratepayers 
at all. The Cities stated that the move to llnlinois had not proven to be a savings to ratepayers. 
Cities Initial Brief, at p. 21. The CAD added, among other things, that the move to Illinois 
was not something that either the Commission or ratepayers requested. Rather, it was part 
of an overall corporate strategyto further centralize operations. CAD Initial Brief at p. 41: 

Staff is recommending an adjustment $90,250 to reflect annual amortization of the 
Call Center transition costs. Staff stated that it agreed with the total call center transition 
costs claimed by the Company, but that the Company erroneously computed the prior years' 
and going-level amortization. Staff witness Kdlmeyer explained that the Company recorded 
the accumulated two prior years' amortization as $160,736 based on an estimate fiom a prior 
case; however, the total cost of the call center transition is actually higher than the estimated 
costs in the prior case. Direct Testimony, KeIlmeyer, p. 9. 

Staff asserted that once the amortization period was set at ten years, the Company 
should have begun a 10-year amortization based on actual costs as booked in line with 
traditional depreciation accounting. 
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The Commission agrees with the Staff position on this issue for the reasons set forth 
by Staff in its testimony and briefs. We have allowed the  amortization of the Call Center 
transition costs in the past and we shall not change horses in mid-stream as suggested by the 
CAD and the Cities, However, as suggested by Staff, the annual amortization of an item that 
has been deferred by the Commission should be ~elafed to the actual cost of the deferred 
amount and the amortization period, in this case 10 years. The Company's accounting for 
amortization of deferred costs should not be controlled by estimates of amual amortization 
expense &at it made in prior rate cases. Instead, the amortization rate was established by the 
C o d s s i o n  at 10% and the Company3 s annual amortization expense should be based on 
10% of the actual costs deferred. 

The Cormnission shall allow the Staffs adjustment of $90,250 for annual 
amortization of Call Center transition costs. 

Comprehensive Planning Study 

The Company routinely performs a comprehensive planning study ("CPS") on five- 
year intervals to assess the need for treatment plant improvements to meet new emerging 
regulations, to identify areas of its dktribution system that may need to be replaced or 
upgraded, and to determine the impact that system growth has on plant and distsibution 
system perfonnaflce. The CPS includes a short-term capital project in a separate list and a 
longer 10 to 15 year horizon for use in long-range planning. In the 1994 Companyrate case 
fhe Company witness testified that a good CPS can be used as much to avoid or postpone 
constsuction as to implement it and that the CPS allows the Company to take a long range 
view of the system to avoid dupi ica~g or improperly sequencing expenditures. In the 1 994 
case the Company argued that the cost of the CPS should have been capitalized into rate 
base and depreciated over its five year useful life. 

Company witness Miller argued that it is udair  for its shareholders to absorb the 
carrying cost of the CPS investment over a number of years until all of the costs are 
eventually bansferred to construction projects and recovered in rates over the life of those 
construction projects. Mr. MiIler further stated that this process creates a bookkeeping 
problem in tracking and charging these costs to specific projects. Rebuttal Testimony, 
Miller, pp. 42-43. As an alternative, Mr. Miller proposed that the Commission establish a 
utility plant account for these regular studies and permit the Company to capitalize those 
costs upon completion of the study. Id. at p. 43. 

In rebuttal testimony and at hearing, Company witness Miller suggested a 
compromise by which the Commission established a utility plant account for these type of 
shrdks and permit the Company to capitalize the associated costs upon their completion. 
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A period of 50 years would be allowed for recovery of the costs as a reasonable rate of 
depreciation. The CAD found this compromise to be acceptable. CAD Initial Brief atp. 44. 

Staff is rec.ornmending $0 for comprehensive planning study costs whereas the 
Company is requesting $1 79,O3 8. Staff does not agree with the Corny any's request for 
amortization of these costs and for including the cost of the study in a newly created rate 
base account. Staff witness Kellrneyer explained that the Commission has bstorically 
required the Company to transfer these costs to specific projects identified in the 
Comprehensive Planning Study Costs and to recover these costs through the annual 
depreciation allowance. Direct Testimony, Kelheyer, p. 12. 

In the 1994 case the Commission decided that the costs associated with the study 
should be allocated to the related construction work orders. Once the related projects have 
been completed and placed into service, the preliminary and final engineering costs could 
begin to be recovered through annual depreciation allowance over the service life oofhe 
facility. The Commission shall adopt the Staff position and maintain the same treatment of 
the costs as developed in the 1 994 Company rate case. Such treatment is consistent wid  the 
Commission authorized System of Accounts. The System of Accounts provides for an 
account for "Preliminary Survey and Investigation Charges." The instmctions for the use 
of this account state: 

This account shall be charged with all expenditures for preIlmin.ary surveys, 
plans, investigations, etc., made for the purpose of determining the feasibility 
of projects under contemplation. If construction results, this account shall be 
credited and the appropriate utility plant account charged. If wwork is 
abandoned, the charge shall be to account 426, Miscellaneous Income 
Deductions, or to the appropriate operating expease account. 

Clearly, the Company should be capitalizing an appropriate share of its planning 
study when constrrrction results fi-om the study. If the study included projects that have been 
abandoned axla are no longer under consideration, the Company can request specific 
approval for expensing an appropriate share of its planning study related to abandoned 
projects. 

ESOP and 401(k) 

These items are contingent upon employee levels and the Capitalized Payroll Ratio. 
The Commission shall adjust these items consistent with its payroll decisions above. 
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P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
OF WEST V I R G I N I A  

C H a R L E S T O N  

Great Lakes Chemical P'fant 

The Great Lakes Chemical Plmt closed in March 2002, stopped using water entirely 
in Febrtlary 2003, and has demolished its facility. In its adjustment, the Company removed 
both test year revenues associated with this industrial customer as well as test year expenses 
related to associated variable production costs. Company Exhibit RLF-B at 21-23. 

Staff included $177,000 in revenues since, according to Staff, it is not now known 
or measurable as to whether there will be new customers to take the place of Great Lakes. 
Staff Initial Brief at p. 33. 

This issue concerns the loss of an industrial customer ofthe Company andbrings into 
application two concepts of ratemaking. The first is the test year concept. Under Rule 42 
of the Commission's Tad3 Rules a utility filing for a rate increase is required to provide 
financial information regarding what is known as the historical test year. The historical test 
year provides the Commission with a "snap-shot" of what the utility's 6mcia l  condition 
is for the purpose of determining whether the utility's requested rate increase is reasonable. 
See, West Virginia-American Water Companv, Case No, 94-0138-W-42T (Commission 
order entered December 22, 1994, at page 55). Because it is difficult to predict how a 
utility's financial condition will change, the Commission in the past has limited information 
regarding the utility's financial condition to the historical test-year unless an adjustment to 
tbe test year financial information, that a utiIity or any other party to the proceeding is 
proposing, is h o r n  and measurable and does not violate the basic principal of matching test 
year rate base and test year expense zlnits to test year revenue units. 

The matching principal is tbe second basic ratemaking concept whicb requires casefill 
evaluation before adjustments from the test year data are allowed. Since average test year 
plant balances, by defkition, satis@ the matching principal, adjustments to rate base are not 
considered unless they caa be demonstrated as being non-revenue producing and non- 
expensereducing. Id. md West Vireinia-American Water Cornpanu, CaseNos. 92-0 1 13-W- 
PC and 92-0250-W-42T (Commission order enkredMay 19,1992, atp. 2 and at Conclusion 
of Law No. 3 at p. 4). 

There is no confroversy that-the Great Lakes Chemical plant was a customer dulng 
the test year and that both the revenues from that customer and the expenses related to 
serving that customer are in the test year financial statements. There is no controversy that 
this specific customer has ceased doing business and will not retum as a customer of the 
Company at its previous Iocation. The Company, therefore, asks us to treat its proposed 
adjustment as a "known and measurable" adjustment to test year revenues and expenses. 
However, the Commission notes that making adjustments to test yearunits ofrevenue and/or 
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expenses based on factors such as the loss (or gain) of a single customer starts us down the 
perilous trail of converting an historic test year to a future test year. The use of hture test 
years have been rejected by this Commission in the past. Fwthermore, the second of the 
ratemaking concepts, matching, causes us to be very reluctant to make adjustments related 
to customer turnover. Customers, particularly residential customers, but also commerciaX 
and industrial custo&ers, enter and leave a utility's service territory with some frequency. 
To attempt to track the revenues and expenses associated with entering and exiting 
customers would not be efficient or particularly meaningful. 

The ~ d s s i o n  understands that the specific customer is no longer in operaiion. 
However, as noted above, some customers are lost and some are gained during any given 
period of time. Additionally, existing customers may increase their levels of usage. The 
matching principal, when coupled with fhe test year princigal, telIs us that the level of 
service provided by the Company during the test year matches revenue, expenses and rate 
base investment necessary to provide the level of service to all customers during the test 
year. When parties propose changes from the level of service perfomred during the test year 
offsetting changes in expenses and invesfxnent must be considered. Clearly, this starts down 
the slippery slope that could ulfimately lead to  projected test years. This Commission has 
expressed it preference for historic test years rather than projected test years many times in 
the past. While there may be instances of customers so large as to create a devastating 
impact on a utility requiring the Commission to recognize the loss of such customer, and 
make adjustments that result in at least a partially projected test year, the Commission is not 
convinced that such loss has occurred in this instance. 

The Commission shall adopt the  Staff position. 

Incentive Compensation 

The Company argued that its Long-Term Incentive Plan is part of the overall 
compensation package for executives and is integral to efforts to attract and retain talented 
and capable individuals. Company Exhibit W - B  at 26-27. 

The Cities argued that the Company wants to build $139,070 in additional executive 
compensation into its rates but such amount is not known and measurable since it is entirely 
based on Company perforrnaflce, Additionally, bonuses awarded to executives for putting 
more money in shareholder pockets should be borne by shareholders, not ratepayers. Cities 
Initial Brief at p. 22. 

The CAD argued that testimony £+om Company witness Miller made clear that the 
payments in question were made to certain management employees in M e r a n c e  of 
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corporate financial goals. Tr. Vol I, p. 206-208. Stockholders are the primary beneficiaries 
when the Company's financial pedomance targets are met. They should be the ones who 
pay for executive b a s e s ,  not ratepayers. CAD Initial Brief at p. 40. 

The Commission does not find the position of the CAD and the Cities to be 
persuasive. Indeed, incentive compensation is a known and measurable expense in this case. 
It was contained in the test year and shall be allowed for ratemaking purposes. The 
Commission understands the argunents made by the Cities that bonuses awarded to 
executives for putting more money in the shareholder pockets should be borne by 
shareholders, not by ratepayers. Looking at the situation fiom a slightly different 
perspective, however, it appears that it is the "incentive" and not the compensation that 
draws the ire of the Cities and the CAD. The Commission realizes that the Company could 
very we13 do away with its long-term incentive plan and instead spread the money in the 
fom of salaries. In the present case, no party objected to the overall salary expense and it 
is unlikely that the addition of an additional $1 39,070 to the current salary expense would 
have triggered any outrage among the pades. Furthermore, at the bottom line, the 
Commission realizes that all employees of the Company are working not only to provide 
clean, safe, and potable water to the citizens of West Virginia but are also working as 
employees of the stockholders with an end towards maximizing stockholder wealth. The 
incentive compensation is merely a different means of p~oviding such motivation. To the 
extent employee incentives result in efficiencies andfor increased productivity stockholders 
are benefitted, but eventually such benefits wilI be reflected in lower revenue requirements 
and lower rates. Thus, both stockholders andratepayers benefit fiomlncreased productivity 
and operating efficiencies. 

The Commission rejects the Cities and CAD arguments and will allow the incIusion 
of the costs of the Long-Term Incentive Plan in the revenue requirements in this case. 

Employee InSurance Expenses and OPEB Expenses 

These items are contingent upon employee levels and the Capitalized Payroll Ratio. 
The Commission shall adjust these items consistent with it s payroll decisions above. 

Pension Costs 

In calculating the Company's pension contributions for 2004, the Company took its 
h o w  funding requirements for February and May 2004 and mualized them through the 
last two quarters of 2004. The Company suggested that the latest and most accurate 
information (the Company's current hnding requirement), rather than outdated expenses 
first incurred in 2002, should be used. Initial Brief, at pp: 43 and 44. The CAD disagreed 
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&at such figures were known and measurable and additionallyrecommended application of 
the appropriate Capitalized Payroll Ratio. CAD Initial Brief 

The Commission agrees that this item is affected by the employee levels and the 
Capitalized Payroll Ratio. Additionally, the Commission shall adopt the Company's 
position regarding the use of the 3rd and 4th quarters of 2003 to annualize those figures for 
use in the final two quarters of 2004. Stepping outside the test year in this instance is 
reasonable given that the 3rd and 4th quarters of 2003 are the latest and most accurate 
information available and, as such, constitute known and measurable adjustments related to 
the level of service provided during the test year. 

Rate Case Expense 

This issue concerns the disposition ofrate case expenses fkomthe 200 1 Company rate 
case which came into being after submission of the Joint Stipulation in that case. 

The Company proposed a three-year amortization of rate case expense, the same 
method approved in the 2001 Rate Case. Because only two years have passed since the 
conclusion of that case, the Company proposed to add the unamortized portion of its actual 
rate case expense in the 2001 Rate Case to the estimated rate case expense in this case, and 
then to amortize the combined balance over'three years. Company Exhibit RLF-A at 18-20 
and Exhibit RLF-6; Company Exbibit UF-B at 23-29. 

Staff disagreed with the Company's proposal to include the entire amount of the 
excess of the actual expense over the estimated amounts (1) since it is impossible to h o w  
exactly .what was included in the last rate case as that was stipulated and (2) since the 
Company did not propose to reduce an expense to be included in current rates because such 
actual expense was less than the amount included in the prior case. Direct Testimony, 
Kellmeyer, pp. 1 1- 12, 

Company witness Ferrell disagreed with Staffs approach and does not believe it is 
impossible to say exactly what was included in rates since fhe last rate case was settled. Mr. 
Ferrell indicated that S M s  position on this issue limits the Company to the estimated 
amounts in the 200 1 rate case and not the actual expenses incurred, Mr. Ferrell asserted that 
the 2001 rate case did not limit the Company's recovery to estimated amounts. Rebuttal 
Testimony, Ferrell, pp. 23-26. 

Staff does: not believe the Company should be allowed to defer the difference 
between the actual and estimated rate case expense into the current rate case. This would 
be retroactive ratemaking. Staff Initial Brief. 
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- Ifhe CAD argued that in Case No. 0 1 -0326-W-42T the Company had mortized, over 
a 3-year period, the rate case expenses totaling approximately $341,000. The additional 
$1 7 1,000 is for litigation costs associated with activities that took place after the execution 
of the Joint Stipulation. CAD pointed out that the 2001 Joint Stipulation states that it is alX 
inclusive and addresses all issues raised in the Company's rate case, except for the standby 
service tariff issue. Initial Brief at p. 43. 

The BOE recommended the following innovation: "Sound public policy also favors 
sharing the cost of rate cases evenly between shareholders and ratepayers. Without such 
costs being borne, in part, by the shareholders, there is no check upon or incentive for the 
,Company to control rate case expense." The BOE advocated a $13 5,149 decrease to the pro 
forma revenue requirement, which includes corresponding adjustments for taxes and 
uncollectibles. BOE Initial Brief at p. 16. 

This issue is similar to the Call Center issue decided above. The only disagreement 
between the Company and the Staff is whether the amortization of the 200 1 rate case costs 
should have been booked at 33 1/3% of the actual rate case costs or 33 113% of the costs that 
were estimated at the time the 2001 case was settled. The Commission finds that when 
expenses are deferred and are subject to a specified amortization rate, it is appropriate to 
apply the amortization rate to the actual amounts deferred. We are not convinced that this 
continual deferral and amortization is preferable to simply establishing a fair and reasonable 
annual mount, based on a reasonable average, for expense items like rate case expense that 
vary greatly fi-om year to year. However, we are convinced that the position of the CAD and 
BOE are not reasonable and would not allow the Company a reasonable opportunity to 
recover i t .  expenses. Staff supports a deferral and amortization approach in this case and 
has calculated the unamortized balance of the 2001 rate case appropriately by applying the 
intended amortization rate to actual expenses deferred. 

The Commission will adopt the Staffposition on this issue in this case. 

Security Cas ts/Synergy Savings 

In the Commission's December 221, 2001, order in the Company's 2001 rate case 
(Case No. 01-0326-W-42T) the Commission stated the following regarding treatment of 
security costs: 

The Commission is concerned about the very real possibility of harm 
to the State's utility infiifstnzcfme in light of the events of September 1 1,200 1. 
To this end, the Commission sees the need for heightened security. The 
Commission is also aware that heightened secwity may well lead to higher 
costs. Furthermore, the Commission is also acutely aware of the need not to 
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publicize steps being taken by the Company to ensure the safety of the public 
water supply. However, the CoT1.imission is not prepared at this time to grant 
rate recovery to the Company in the form of a surcharge or rider to the rates 
contained in the current ongoing rate case. Instead, since the Commissionwill 
consider the initial amount, carrying cost and timing ofrecovery of all security 
related costs that are unusual or extraordinary (as compared to costs that 
represent normal, historic operations) in the Company's next rate case, we 
shall direct the Company to defer the actual costs of additional security. The 
Commission directs this deferral in recognition of the fact that we shall 
provide the Cornpafly with the opportunity to recover its deferred costs in 
future rates. Accordingly, the Company may request recovery of these 
deferred costs when it files its next rate case. This will give the Commission 
and interested parties an opportunity to review the reasonableness and 
prudence of the Company's actions, the actual level of pIant additions and 
operating costs incurred and the extent to which deferred costs are unusual or 
extraordimy as compared to normal, historic operations. Tfie Commission 
will allow recovery of reasonable deferred costs in future rate cases after our 
review of the actual level of unusual or extraordhq security costs, the 
prudgnce of tbe costs and the appropriate timing for such recovery, but only 
to the extent that the Commission finds that the costs are reasonable, 
necessary, and prudent. 

In its Initial Brief, Staff described its recommendation for treatment of security issues 
by recornmending an additional $2.75 million in rate base to reflect security related capital 
additions that were identified within the evaluation of synergy savings. Staffrecommended 
conresponding decreases in the Company's ongoing annual security operation and 
maintenance expenses in the amount of $627,000 which were likewise identified by the 
Company within its evahation of synergy savings. Staff stated that it was not aware of any 
party in this case objecting to Staffs treatment of these savings and rate base additions. 
Initial Brief at pp. 22-23. 

The Commission is aware that these items do not adhere strictly to standard 
ratemaking concepts related to the use of an historic test year and the matching principal as 
described above. However, in this case all parties are in agreement that these adjustments 
are appropriate. Furthermore, both the need for additional security and the synergy savings 
were brought on by extraordinary events for which the Commission believes the current 
-treatment, as agreed to by the parties, is wanante& The Commission shdl be proactive in 
matters regarding security measures given the curtent world climate. In this instance, the 
ratepayen coincidentally will benefit since the security costs are lower than expected, due 
in part to synergy savings- 
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. For the above reasons the Commission finds it reasonable to step outside of the test 
year and include an additional $2.75 million in rate base and to decrease the Company's 
ongoing annual security operation and maintenance expenses in the amount of $627,000. 

Service Company AUocation (Management Fee Allocation) 

The Company's charges for thevarious administrative tasks performed by the Service 
Company are based upon an allocation of the Service Company costs to the participating 
utility operating entities of American Water Works. According to the CAD, joint and 
common services are billed to participating companies based on a formula that uses the 
relative nwnber of customers served by each participating company. As of December 1, 
2001, the factor for allocating costs to the Company was 6.15%. On October 1,2002, that 
factor was reduced to 5.77% and was reduced again on March 1,2003 to 5.67%. Since the 
Company's allocation factor has now been reduced, it is necessary to reflect the impact of 
the reduction as a going level expense adjustment. CAD Initial Brief. The Cities concurred 
with this assessment. Cities Initial Brief at p. 21. 

The Campany argued that the CAD recommended that the Commission modify the 
level of management fees included in the case by applying the latest allocation factors 
(effective March 1,2003), a change which occurred after the test year. Company Initial 
Brief at pp. 45-46. The Company did not include any of the known and measurable 
increases in management fees because it has historically not requested innation-related post- 
test year adjustments to management fees. This bas historically been the Staff position as 
well. Because the Commission does not typically allow post-test year inflationary 
adjustments to management fee expense, it would be unfair to simultaneously adjust test year 
management fees for allocation f a c ~ r  changes that occurred post-test year. Company Initial 
Brief.at pp. 45-47. 

The billing percentage utilized as the Service Company allocation is now known and 
measurable as it was reduced on Mqch 1,2003, to 5.67%. Tkis constitutes a known and 
measurable adjustmentto the test year and the Commission shall adopt it by reducing the test 
year expense by $160,580. 

The Commission shall adopt the CAD position. 

Taxes -Consolidated tax savings adjustment 

The CAD noted that the Company isnot challenging the Comm.ission's long-standing 
practice of recognizing tax savings arising &om the Company's participation with corporate 
affiliates in filing a consolidated income tax return, as the Company did in the 1994 rate 
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case. The CAD also noted that the Commission has required jurisdictional utilities to reflect 
consolidated tax savings in rates by requiring them to calculate an effective tax rate 
reflecting tax losses of mep la t ed  affiliates. The CAI) then asserted that the problem with 
the Company's calculation is that it reflects only tax losses generated by the parent company 
and by the sub-holding company Greenwich. It ignores losses generated by other 
unregulated affiliates. Staff argues that there is no justification for excluding losses 
generated by any unregulated affiliates when calculating the system effective tax rate. 
Because of an apparent declining trend in the available tax savings for years 1997 through 
2001, CAD recommended using a three-year average of the savings, just as the Company 
used in its filing. The three-year average tax savings is 17.56% resulting in an effective tax 
rate of 28.85%. CAD Initial Brief at pp. 47-48. 

The Company cautioned the Commission against the inclusion of non-regulated 
affiliates in the consolidated tax savings calculation as recommended by the CAD. 
Regulated American Water subsidiaries, such as the Company, do not share in the 
profitability or loss status of the contract services performed by affiliated companies for non- 
affiliated utilities for profit. The Company recommended that the position shared with the 
Staff in this case be used - namely the Commission's continued use of a historic 
consolidated tax savings calculation that includes only the American Water parent and the 
Greenwich subholding company. Initial Brief at pp. 55-56. 

The Commission is not persuaded by the CAD to deviate fiom the position previously 
taken by the Commission on this issue. 

The Commission shall adopt the Company's position on this matter. 

Uncollectibfe Accounts 

Both the CAD and the Staff argued that the Company's uncollectible accounts should 
be normalized by using a 3 year average. CAD Initial Brief at p. 36. 

The Company opposed the position of the CAD and Staff. The Company testified 
that a great many of the accounts now being charged off reflect aged receivables of 200 to 
400 days due to the Commission's Water Rules requiring the Company to extend payment 
terms to customers who demonstrate difficulty in paying. The ratio of uncoIlectible expense 
to revenue has continued to increase and there is no indication the Company can reduce that 
ratio given the current Water Rules and the requirements of the Commission relating to 
charge-offs. Initial. Brief at pp. 49-50, 
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- . Staff recornended an uncollectible expense of $1,2OO,3 85, whereas the Company 
had requested $1,598,081 for this item. 

Ms. Keheyer  explained that Staff disagreed with the Company's use of the test year 
percent of uncollectibles to total revenue. Staff instead used a three year average. Direct 
Testimony, Kallmeyer, p. 10. Staff advocated a three year averaging of the uncollectible 
expense, since those expenses tend to fluctuate from year to year and an average should 
provide, a more reasonable idea of what those expenses will be on an ongoing annual basis. 

The Commission has long held that uncolIectibles should be averaged since the test 
yeas might be unusual and that the use of an average would smooth out any such anomaly. 
l[n Hope Gas Inc., the Commission stated: 

Staff made an adjustment to reflect a three-year average of 
uncollectibIes. Hope argues that the trend on uncollectibles is upward and 
argaes that Staffs use of a three year average understates the amount. We 
believe that the three year average of unco1lectibles should generally be used 
in all rate cases. The average helps eliminate the impact of an unusual year. 
A three year period is a reasonable period for developing an uncollectible 
average because it captures current trends and economic conditions while still 
providing normalization or leveling of anomalous occurrences and should be 
consistently used in rate cases whenever feasible. 

H o ~ e  Gas. Inc., Case No. 93-0004-G-42T ( C o ~ s s i o n  Order October 29, 1993) at). 22. 

In Wheeling Electric, the Commission held 
Wheeling contends that because its uncollectibles have been increasing, 

the ALJ erred in replacing the test year unccliIectible expense of $203,000 
with an average of the uncollectible expenses incurred during 19 84,1985 and 
1986. The average, which is $92,000, was recommended by Staff. Instead, 
according to Wheeling, there should be no averaging, and the test year 
expense should be increased by $4,000 to $207,000. At a minimum, 
Wheeling argues, the ALJ should have used a four (4) year, rather than three 
(3) year average, and should have omitted the 1985 uncollectible data, since 
that year's data is unrepresentatively low. 

The Commission has generally approved the averaging methodology 
when determining a proper level for uncollectibIe accounts. Because the 
uncollectible account expenses have not been steadily trending either upward 
or downward over the last five (5) years, but rather, have varied, the 
Commission concludes that averaging of past uncollectible expenses was 
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reasonable. However, the Commission is persuaded bymeeling's contention 
that the f i J  should have used a longerperiod in developing the average. We 
shall not, however, exclude the 1985 data simpIy because it is lower than other 
years. Therefore, we shall increase the Staff recommended allowance for 
uncollectible accounts by $21,000 based on a five (5) ycai average 
uncollectible percentage. 

Wfieelinn Electric Company, Case No. 86-587-E-42T (Commission Order August 5,1988) 
at pp. 7-8. 

Write-offs for uncollectibles are, to a degree, in the control of management. 
Uncollectibles are the type of expenses with a tendency to fluctuate fkom one period to 
another, oftentimes without predictable consistency. As such, it is reasonable to normalize 
through the use of a three-year average. 

AdditionalIy, the Commission looks ahead to its decision regarding the cost causers 
(Customer Specific) tariff i t em and believes that the implementation of some ofthose tariffs 
will assist in reducing the Ievel of uncollectible accounts; reversing the perceived trend of 
the Company. 

In the instant case, the Commission shall adopt the Staffposition and continue its use 
of the three year average for use in determining uncollectibles, as descibed in Hope Gas 
hc.. - 

Use Fees 
I 

The Company asserted that Staff eliminated approximately $170,000 of use fees to 
be paid to the L&~S County Economic Development Authority in 2003, suggesting that 
these fees should be capitalized as part of the Lewis County project. The Company agreed 
that this resolution would be acceptable if the Commission authorizes the Company to defer 
the amounts capitalized until such time as the revenue is recognized in rates. The Company 
asserted that none of the other parties disputes this resolution of the issue. Company Initial 
Brief at p. 39. 

Staff did not reflect an increase for use fees to be paid the Lewis County Economic 
Development Authority in 2003 (about $174,000), since the new customers are not yet being 
served and since the Company did not include the revenues fkorn this project. Direct 
Testimony, Kellmeyer, pp. 7-8. Staff recommended that the Lewis Comfy use fees be 
capitalized as part of fbe construction cost. Id. 

I 
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Additionally, Staff disagreed with the Company's amortization of use fees that the 
Company deferred in 2002 and 2003 (approximately a $24,643 adjustment). Staff explained 
that while WVAWC asserted that all revenues h m  these projects were included in the last 
rate case, but not all of the use fees, the last rate case was settled. Therefore, it is impossible 
to know exac* what revenues and expenses were inchded. Moreover, Staff asserted that 
any attempt to correct prior period deficiencies is improper retroactive ratemaking. Id. at p. 
8. Staff noted that the Company did not have the prior approval of the Commission to defer 
&is mountnor did the Company suggest a decrease in any expense item that mayhave been 
less than what was included in the prior case. Staff Initial Brief. 

The Commission shall not include the 2003 use fees paid to the Lewis County 
Economic Development Authoriiy in fhis case. The Company's operation of the Lewis 
County project and the revenue from the new Lewis County customers are not included in 
test year costs or revenue. Granting the Company's treatment would violate the test yeas 
matching of revenues and Expenses. 

The Commission shall adopt the Staff position on this issue. 

Use Fees - From Prior Period 

The Company annualized its 2002 test year use fee payments and included that total 
amount ($3,484,824) in its rate filing. A portion of this annual amount ($24,643) represents 
a 37-year amortization of use fees that were inadvertently omitted fiom the Company's 200 1 
Rate Case filing. The total deferred mount of these use fees for 2002 and 2003 is 
$9 1 1,79 1. Company Exhibit MAM-A at 23-25. 

Staff explained h a t  while the Company asserted that all revenues from the projects 
were included in the last rate case, but not all of the use fees, tbe fast rate case was settled. 
Therefore, it is impossible to know exactly what revenues and expenses were included. 
Staff asserted that any attempt to correct prior deficiencies is improper retroactive 
ratemaking. No prior approval by the Commission to defer the amount was granted by the 
C o d s s i o n .  Staff Initial Brief at p. 3 7-3 8. 

The CAD argued that the Company has submitted no evidence to indicate that it has 
everreceived ail appropriate accounting directive from the Commission authorizing defcrral 
o f  the use fees. Today's rate payers should not be held responsible for making the Company 
whoIe for costs it could have and should have recovered in the past. CAD Initial Brief at 
p. 34. 
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The Company argued &at the Staff and CAD positions smack of "gotcha" rate- 
malting and that the Staff and CAD opposition to this relatively insignificant annual 
amortization amount is hypertechnica1 and unjust. Company Initial Brief at p. 39. 

The Commission agrees that the ~ o m ~ a n y ' s  attempt to reach backward to correct 
previous deficiencies constitutes improper retroactive ratemaking. Furthermore, the 
Commission did not grant the Company leave to defer the requested amounts. The 
Commission understands the Company's argument suggesting that the Staff and CAD 
position constitutes "gotcha" ratemaking. However, the Commission sees a far larger 
"gotcha" were it to adopt the Company's position. Specifically, doing so  would open the 
door for a utility to "lowball" (intentionally or unintentionally), its figures within a 
stipulation case only to later return to obtain a "bump" in those figures. 

The Commission shall adopt the StafYand GAD positions regarding this issue. 

Wages 

In this case, there is a dispute between the parties with regard to reflecting anticipated 
future wage increases to non-union employees as going Ievel adjustments to test year payroll 
expenses. The Commission has faced this issue before. In the Company's 1994 rate case, 
the Commission stated: 

w a g e  increases for non-union employees have not been approved by the 
Cqmpany's Board of Directors and are not covered under my colIective 
bargaining agreement. CAD argues that neither of the proposed increases are 
known and measurable. ... Staff and CAD cite the Mountaineer Gas 
Companv, Case No. 93-0005-G-42T as authority for making the adjustments 
in-the Company m e .  In that case, the Commission rejected similar proposed 
increases by the Mountaineer Gas Company. The Company argues that its 
position can be distinguished£romthe Mountaineer case. It argues that W.Va. 
Water has an established performance, appraisal and development plan which 
establishes criteria for payroll which takes it beyond the mere budgeted 
numbers deemed insufficient in Mountaineer Gas. ... The Company argues 
that its salary IeveIs are calculable with a reasonable degree of certainty and 
must be recognized in its revenue requirements. ~oncernin~/the Huntington 
Division union employees, the Company argues that it is naive to expect that 
these employees can be denied a raise despite the recent raise granted to union 
employees in other Divisions of the Company. Those union employees were 
granted a 3.5% increase. We are generally reIuctant mder our known and 
measurable standard to pant recovery of employee costs that are not already 
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agreed to under a contract or at least approved by the Company's board of . , , . , 

directors and specified in direct correspondence to affected employees. We do 
agree with the Company here that the agreement with the union in fie West 
Virginia Division helps to solidify the fact h a t  the union workers in the 
Huntington Division will receive payroll related concessions. We wiU 
accordingly allow wage increases for the Huntin@& Division union workers 
and comparable non-union employees which are tbe same as those granted the 
union workers in the Company's West Virginia Division. 

1994 Company rate case order atpp. 25-26. The issue is once again before the Commission. 
The CAD cited Mountaineer Gas Company, Case No. 93-0005-G-42T (October 29,1993) 
and argued that a proposed wage lncrease for the Company's non-union salaried employees 
is speculative and should be disallowed. The Company's Board of Directors has not 
approved this increase as yet and the Company's policy is subject to change on its own 
whim. Tr. Vol. N, p. 56. 

The Commission believes that the Company has demonstrated similar and consistent 
treatrxlent of its union and non-union employees. Such treatment was the basis for our 
decision in the Company's 1994 rate case. The CAD presented no evidence to demonstrate 
any pattern or instance where the Company faiJed to provide non-union employees with 
wage adjustments that were consistent with and comparable to wage adjustments negotiated 
for union employees. Therefore, we see no reason to depart from our historic treatment of 
this issue fox the Company. 

The C o d s s i o n  shall grant the treatment requested by the Company consistent with 
tbe Commission's treatment of this issue in the 1994 Company rate case. 

Waste Disposal Expense 

The Company is seeking an adjustment based upon the expected costs of operating 
fhe Company's new Kanawha Valley sludge disposal system, and budgeted costs for waste 
handling at the Company's other water treatment plants. 

The Company adjusted its test year waste disposal expense by $145,601, for a total 
going-level expense of $954,207. The going-level adjustment is comprised of two 
components: (I) a normalizing increase over test year expense of $292,366 to reflect 
additional amounts the Company's engineering staff has recommended will need to be spent 
on an annual basis for the disposal of waste mterids at production facilities other than the 
Kanawha Valley Treatment Plant; and (2) a decrease over test year expense of $146,765 
relating to the difference between actual 2002 Kanawha Valley Treatment Plan waste 
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disposal billings and the estimated waste disposa.1 expenses associated with the Company's 
residuals handling facility scheduled to go on line in early 2004. The difference between 
these two figures, a $145,601 net increase, represents the total going-level adjustment to 
waste disposal expense. 

The Company argued that the use of Iower projected waste disposal expense for the 
Kanawha Valley Treatment Plant associated with the residuals facilities (rather than the test 
year expense for Kanawha Valley Treatment Plant waste disposal expense) is acceptable if, 
but only if, the Commission permits the inclusion in rates of the capital investment 
associated with the residuals facility as the Company has requested. Company Initial Brief 
atp. 51-53. 

According to the BOE, these claimed expenses clearly violate the known and 
measurable principle, and should be denied. BOE Initial Brief at p. 16. 

The CAD argued the Company's proposed waste disposal expense adjustment does 
not constitute a known and measurable change and should be rejected. The CAD pointed 
out that support for its position can be found in the Company's testimony where the 
Company admitted at the hearing that it has deferred hdgekd  waste disposal activities in 
m attempt to consewe cash. Tr. Vol. III, p. 165. 

Staff recommended a net increase of $26,746 for this expense item. Staff asserted 
&at the Company's adjustment to going-level expense for facilities other than the Kanawha 
Valley Treatment Plant violates the known and measurable test. Staff did not include the 
Company's propdsed expense reduction to reflect lower O&M costs associated with the 
residuals facilities at the Kanawha Valley Treatment Plan$ because it is not known and 
measurable and because Staff excluded this facility fiom the Company's going-level rate 
base as expense reducing. Staff Initial Brief at pp. 44-45. 

The Commission fmds that this adjustment does violate the known and measurable 
test. The adjustment for the treatment facilities other than the Kanawha VaItey Treatment 
Plant represent nothing more than budget expectations based on the Company's engineers 
estimates of Euture expenses. These types of estimates simply do not rise to the Ievel of 
certainty that should accompany appropriate going Ievel expense adjustments in a historic 
test y e a  rate case. Furthemore, while the expectation for the Kanawha Valley facility is 
different than the adjustment for other treatment facilities, it represents a fbture test year 
concept where expenses are adjusted downward and plant investment is adjusted upward. 
Clearly, the matching of test year expense units with test year revenue units and test year 
investment leveIs does not comport with the adjustment proposed by the Company for the 
Kanawha Valley Treatment Plant sludge handling costs. 
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The Commission shall reject the Company's proposed speculative adjustments and 
shall adopt k e  Staff position on this issue. 

Workers' Compensation 

f i e  Company submitted that when fie Company's base rate increase of 15% md the 
effect of a favorable modification to the Company's claims experience rating are aggregated, 
they generate a Workers' Compensation rate of 3.29%. This is the Company's current rate 
and the one that will be in effect until further notice. The net effect of these changes reduces 
the adjustment for Work&s ' Compensation expense included in the Company's direct 
testimony by $93,275. The Company asserted that the Staff, the CAD, and the BOE have 
concurred in this result. Company Initial Brief at p. 44. 

As the newly generated Workers' Compensation rate of 3.29% fox the Company is 
now known and measurable, the Commission shall adopt that rate. The net effect of that 
change will reduce the adjustment for Workers' compensation expense included in the 
Company's direct testimony by $93,275, 

RATE BASE 

The term "rate base" refers, generally speaking, to a utility's investment in utility 
plant. Principally, a utilify's rate base is financed by investor-supplied capital and consists 
of numerous elements, including utility plant in sewice, utility plant held for future use, 
certain dements of construction work in progress (completed and in service), and certain 
unclassified plant in service. The rate base generated by adding these elements together is 
then generally adjusted for items such as accumulated depreciation; depletion and 
amortization; contributions in aid of construction; customer advances for construction; 
working capital; and deferred federal incomes, among other things. Afler all necessary 
elements are properly added to or subtracted fiomrate base, the net rate base represents the 
amount of utility plant and other capitalized items to which the rate of retwn authorized by 
a utility commission will be applied to generate the return component which will be included 
in the utility's rates. This return component will include allowance for interest costs, 
dividends on preferred stock, and a retunn on equity. Generally, for utility plant to be 
included in rate base, it must be used and usefbl (i.e., used by the utility in providing service 
to its customers). 

Rule 42 of the Commission's Tariff Rules requires that, in rate filings before the 
Commission, rate base be stated as a 13-month average. This average of rate base as of the 
be+g of the test year and as of the end of each month of the test year generally properly 
matches rate base to revenues and expenses of the test year. 
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.. .; Departure from a 13-month average rate base has been permitted by the Commission 
in certain circumstances. For example, for electric utilities, year end rate base has been 
permitted for items such as pollution control equipment which is considered to be non- 
revenue producing and non-expense reducing. The principle behind the different treatment 
reflects the fact that, generally, when utility plant is placed in service, it usuallyresults either 
in additional revenues or greater operating efficiencies by replacing older, outdated plant 
with newer and more productive plant, thereby, reducing the utility's expenses. Thus, such 
plant is generally not permitted in rate base until t h e  revenues & be generated by that plant 
or the expense reductions generated by that plant can also be reflected in rates at the same 
time that the return on that rate base is reflected in rates. 

Terminal Treatment of 2002 Rate Base Additions 

The CAD recommended reducing rate base by $3.941 million arguing that none of 
the 2002 projects were related to bringing service to u-sewed areas, and are normal 
recurring plant replacements, such as mains and services. CAD hitial Brief at p. 2 f - 

While we require the filing of an average test year rate base, the Commission has 
allowed going level adjustments to rate base under certain conditions. For example, in Hope 
Gas, hc., Case No. 93-0004-G-42T (October 29, 1993) we allowed year end rate base as 
appropriate only in the very narrow range of cases where there is substantial test year 
investment which is non-revenue producing and non-expense reducing. h the Company's 
1994 rate case the Commission stated the following: 

The Commission has traditionally regulated utilities using a 1 3 month average 
test year rate base. The CAD in x ls  case argues that the Commission should 
use its traditional 13 month average for rate base. Staff allowed terminal rate 
base treatment only on certain rate base which it viewed as non-revenue 
producing, non-expense reducing additions, inchding those budgeted for 
1995. The Company requested year end or terminal rate base treatment for its 
entire rate base. In the last several West Virginia Water stipulated cases, the 
Company was afforded the Staff calculation of rate base, which allowed 
terminal treatment for non-revenue producing, non-expense reducing 
additions to plant, including those budgeted for the hime. The Commission 
does not view the stipulated cases as having any precedential value. The mere 
fact that the C o d s s i o n  approves a stipulation does not indicate Commission 
approval of a particular rate .treatment for rate base. The Commission has no 
problem with allowing appropriate going level adjustments fi-om test year rate 
base when they are known and do not violate matching principle. However, 
the h e  between "known and measurable" and "reasonably expected" is 
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I I 
difficult to draw. Staff and the Company suggest a very broad line md CAD 
suggests a fine line. The Commission is prepared to allow the Staff 
methodology, jn fhis case, only because the stipulated agreements permitted 
it in prior cases. However, we put the Company on notice that such treatment 
wilt not be granted in its next rate case unless the Company can demonsbate 
the need, prudence, and reasonable certainty of construction expenditures. 
Furthermore, the non-revenue test must be met for any projects not afforded 
the special treatment for investments in ill-served areas. The current record 
does not justify the Commission abandoning its traditional ratemaking 
philosophy regarding year end rate base. 

The Commission is concerned with the difficulties that the Company 
apparently suffers in actually achieving its rate of return as authorized by the 
Commission. The Commission is also sensitive to the fact that the Company 
is having an ever increasing rate base needed to service i t .  customers but has 
a very slow increase in sales. The Commission is also sensitive to the large 
unmet water needs in West Virginia, in which the Company may be a key 
pIayer in providing service. We are, therefore, willing to consider alternative 
treatments to rate base in the future. One possibility that the parties should 
review and exaxline in the next rate case is a possibility of a special 
experimental allowance f o ~  West Virginia Water Company of an Allowmce 
For Funds After Construction (AFFAC). Apossible AFFAC adjustment might 
allow the Company to accrue the dollars spent after construction on non- 
revenue producing, non-expense reducing plant that could be recovered in 
laterrate cases. The Commission is willing to consider an AFFAC mechanism 
but only on the plant that is truly non-revenue produekg non-expense 
reducing. The Commission is concerned that the Company or other advocates 
of special rate treatment actually prove that any qualifying rate base be 
actually non-revenue producing, non-expense reducing. The Commission is 
willing to consider other experimental innovative ratemaking treatments to 
address the special problems West Virginia Water has regarding its rate base. 

Another issue in this case revolves around West Virginia Water's 
participation in certain projects to better serve ill-served areas. In this case, 
there were Kanawha County proj ects, as well as a Winifredern ecota project, 
for which the Staff advocated special rate base treatment. Even though these 
projects produced revenue, the Staff allowed special treatment to include these 
projects as terminaI rate base for the portion exceeding three and one half 
times annual reve~ue(excess investment).We will approve of this special 
innovative trealment for the Company for these projects in this case. We will 
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also consider similar treatment for other ill-served or under served areas in the 
future. However, we view this as an experimental innovative ratemaking 
treatment for West Virginia Water Company due to its unique situation. In the 
future, any such special treatment must be requested as part of the certificate 
of the project in order to later quafify for the excess investment terminal rate 
base treatment in late1 rate cases. Again, the Commission is not attempting to 
depart fiom its traditional ratemaking philosophies for a11 utilities, but merely 
for West Virginia Water as an experimental innovative response to what the 
Commission perceives to be special difficulties for the Company. 

1994 Company rate case order at pp. 55-58. 

Clearly, the Commission has set parameters for terminal treatment of certainrate base 
items for the Company and we believe those have been met in this case for the rate base 
adjustments advocated by Staff. The Commission does not believe that the CAD has 
provided any reason for us to reject the Staffs recommended adjustments that conform to 
the Conunission's past practice of allowing non-revenue producing and non-expense 
reducing plant additions during and even after the end of the test year to be given terminal. 
rate base treatment. 

The Commission shall reject the CAD'S position on terminal rate base treatment. 

Acquisition Adjustments 

This issue revolves around the debit (or positive) acquisition adjustment balances that 
occur when a utility pays more than book value for another utility's assets and the credit (or 
negative) acquisition adjustment balances that occur when a utifity pays less &an bookvalue 
for another uf2ity's assets. 

Staff recommends the Commission reduce rate base by $450,804 for treatment of 
negative acquisition adjustments. Staff witness Kellmeyer explained that an acquisition 
adjustment occ.urs when the acquisition price is different than the book value of the acquired 
utility. Tr., Vol. 5 at p. 169. Ms. ReIlmeyer M e r  explained that when a utility pays more 
than book value for the acquired company, the ratepayers should not be made to pay more 
for the purchased utility than its original cost minus depreciation. Id. at pp. 169-170. Ms. 
Kellrneyer explained that when a company pays less than book value for a utility and then 
brings the plant over to the company's books at the book value of the acquired utifity, then 
its books show more dollars than the acquiring company has actually spent. Id. at pp. 170- 
171. In such instances, Staff does not believe the ratepayers should pay on a rate base that 
reflects more dollars than the utility's actual outlay. Id. 
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Ms. Kellmeyer W e r  explained that Rule 2 of the Commission's Water Rules 
requires utilities to follow the Uniform System of Accounts- Ms. Kellmeyer stated that the 
Uniform System of Accounts requires Commission approval for disposing of the difference 
between the actual book value of the utiIity or company that is being acquired and the 
purchase price. Id. at pp. 193- 194. 

Staff argued the following in its Initial Brief 

Mr. Miller seems to argue that the Company is surprised by this turn of 
events, or that the Commission had some responsibility to id1 it in advance of 
the unavailability of excess acquisition adjustments for rate base purposes. 
Or, on the other side of the coin, he seem to be surprised that there is not 
some automatic allowance of  purchase price in rate base when the assets have 
been acquired at less than book value. M i  Miller should. be well aware, 
however, that the Uniform System of Accounts clearly requires that 
acquisition adjustments, both positive and negative shall be disposed of as 
directed by the Commission. Furthermore, Staff does not understand Iis 
position that in hture cases the Commission should look at the circi~t~l~tances 
of the acquisitions and indicate its acceptance of the purchase price and 
outline the ratemaking treatment to be afforded any acquisition adjustment. 
Clearly, the Company must record the acquisition adjustment in Account 1 14 
pursuant to the Uniform System of Accounts. All amounts with regard to 
each property acquisition shouId remain in Account 114 until the proper 
disposition, either amortization or some other treatment, is ordered by the 
Commission. Thus, the Commission has already prescribed such keatment in 
the System of Accounts, and the Company should seek the appropriate 
accounting disposition of each property acquisition where either a positive or 
negative acquisition adjustment balance results. The St.% in this case, is 
simply doing the Company's job for it by identifying property acquisition 
credits and recommending that they be treated as contributions in aid of 
construction. Indeed, if property is given to the utility at no cost, say by a 
developer who installs water plant as part of an alternative extension 
agreement, there is no dispute that the company is required to record a 
contribution in aid of construction to that its rate base reflects the actual 
acquisition cost, or zero. This issue is no different, except that instead of 
acquirhg property at no cost, the company is acquiring it as less than net book 
cost. If, in the first situation, a $10,00Opiece ofproperty is given to theutility 
at zero cost, and the utility offsets the $10,000 value with a $10,000 
contribution in aid of constnrction to arrive at a net zero rate base value, then 
clearly it would make no sense if the company pays $1,000 for that property 
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it would be allowed a rate base of $10,000. The Staffs position merely 
identifies the $9,000 credit (negative) acquisition adjustment that results &om 
this transaction and disposes of that credit by treating it as a contribution in 
aid of construction. As in the first instances, where rate base value ofproperty 
acquired for a zero amount is zero, in the second instance the rate base value 
of property acquired for $1,000 should be $1,000. 

Staff InitiaI Brief. 

The Company noted that Staff proposed to reduce rate base by increasing 
contributions iv aid of construction for negative acquisition adjustments. The Company 
expressed concern over Staffs selective application of this concept in that Staff onIy 
recommended modification to contributions in aid of constsuction for negative acquisition 
adjustments, i.e., where the Company purchas es a utility system for less that its per-book rate 
base. The Company recommended the Commission should either deny the Staffs proposed 
increase to contributions in aid of constsuction or require equal treatment for both positive 
and negative acquisition adjustments. Company Jiitial Brief at pp. 68-69. 

A recent example of the Commission's treatment of an acquisition adjustment can be 
found in the 2001 East Bank acquisition case (West Virgnia-American Water Companv and 
East Bank Water Department, Case No. 00- 17 1 9-W-PC (Commission Order Febmary 6, 
2001)) wherein tbe Commission ordered the following treatment: 

I T  IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Company record the book cost 
of the assets acquired andrelated confributions and accumulated depreciation, 
adjusted for my prior depreciation on contributions, as stated on the books 
and records of the Town of East Bank at the t h e .  of closing. Any mount paid 
in excess of the net book value of the acquired assets, as adjusted, should be 
recorded in account 114, Utility Plant Acquisition Adjustments, andbe. 
amortized over 20 years. Any amount of asset book va1ue.h excess of the 
amount paid will be considered as a contribution. Lastly, any necessary rate 
recognition relating to this acquisition will be given the appropriate treatment 
in the Company's next general rate case after closing. 

The treatment outlined above is consistent with Staffs argument and with the 
Commission's treatment of this issue. 

The Commission shali adopt the Staff position on this issue and shall reduce rate base 
by $450,804 for treatment of the negative acquisition adjustments. 
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Capital Projects 

The BOE argued that rate base should be increased only by $1,450,000 for capital 
projects. A corresponding adjustment to the Company's depreciation expense results in a 
net $7,WO,49O reduction to the Company's rate base, TheBOE.argued that the Commission 
should require the Company to use internally generated hnds for capital projects by 
including internally generated funds in rate base, thereby offsetting the Company's capital 
projects which have been included in rate base in this filing. Should the Commission do so, 
this will have the effect of institutionalizing a mechanism wbich will help minimize the 
Company's rate base, and thereby stave off future rate increases. BOE Xnitial Brief at p. 13. 

The Commission was not convinced by the BOE's arguments and shall not adopt its 
position regasding this issue. 

Cash Working Capital 

Working cash is the capital contributed by investors which must be used to pay for 
expenditures of a company due to the lag time before revenues to pay for such expenditures 
are received from the customers. Cash working capital is included in rate base in order to 
provide the investors with a return on this supplied capital. Depending on the timing of 
expense payments relative to coIlection of revenues, a utility may actually receive 
reimbursement before paying an expense, and this results in a negative cash working capital 
requirement which should be reflected as a reduction to rate base. On the other hand, when 
a utility must pay expenses prior to collecting the associated revenues, the result is a positive 
cash working capital requirement that should be added to rate base. 

A leaflag study measures the differences between the time services are rendered until 
the time revenues for those services are received, on the one hand, and the time that 
expenses are incurred for providing utility services and the h e  when payment is rendered 
by the utilify for those expenses, on the other hand. The difference between these periods 
is expressed in terms of days. For example, a utility may have an average revenue lag of 45 
days, or it supplies service for 45 days before it receives revenue .from customers. At the 
same time, the utility may have an expense lead of 40 days, or it waits 40 days after expenses 
are incurred before it actudly pays out the cash for those expenses. In this example, the 5 
days difference between this lag and lead represents the period o f h e  that investor supplied 
working capital must be avaiIabIe to cover expenses. The number of days calculated 
multiplied by the average daily operating expenses produces fbe cash working capital 
required for operations. 

I 
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The Company's lead/lag study actually shows that while its revenue lag is 45.23 days, 
its expense lead (the number of days it carries expenses as payables before it must actually 
pay the expense) is 47.79 days. Thus, on average there is no investor supplied working cash. 
Instead, customers are actually providing the Company with funds before they are needed 
to pay expenses by an average of 2-56 days worth of expenses. Based on this analysis, the 
Company is requesting a ($575,000) rate base allowance for cash working capital. 

The CAD argued that the Company's 2002 leadllag study showed that on average, 
customers, rather than investors, provide working funds that enable the Company to pay its 
day-to-day operating expenses. Thus, a negative rate base allowance for cash working 
capital is appropriate in this case. CAD Initial Brief at pp. 23-24. However, .the CAD 
analyzed the leailllag data differently to anive at a larger rate base offset than the one 
requested by the Company. 

The Company argued that the CAD was including items in its leaflag study ha t  
should not be included. For example, the depreciation component of the Company's cost 
of service represents the return of capital invested by the Company's shareholders in utility 
plant, less salvage plus cost of removal. Thus, the Company argues, the CAD'S lead lag 
analysis is fauIty and there is absolutely no basis to conclude that this cost of service 
component should be "returned" to the ratepayers. CAD'S recommendation that the 1 % 
interest charge on late payments would generate sufficient revenues to compensate the 
Company for late payments by its customers is inappropriate. The Company argued that (1) 
it imputes revenues from the proposed 1% interest charge, a recommendation that reduces 
the CAD'S revenue requirement to be collected from general water sales, and at the same 
time reduces tht: revenue requirements through a decrease in the Company's cash working 
capital allowance; (2) it is a rnis-assumption regarding the application of a 1% interest 
charge to 22.5% .of revenues; and (3) the delayed payment penalty is not meant to 
compensate the Company but to deter late and is not, as noted in Water Rule 4.3.5, 
interest. Company Initial Brief at pp. 63. 

The Commission agrees with the Company's analysis: The CAD has attempted to 
include depreciation expense in the leamag study. The Commission's position on this 
matter is to deny the depreciation expense in the leamag study, as depreciation expense is 
a non-cash item and should not be included in the leadlag analysis. 

We shall provide for a negative cash working capital component of rate base 
premised on the lead lag study presented by the Company and supported by Staff, adjusted 
for changes in revenue and expense coniponents reflected in this, decision. 
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Customer Information Senices 

The Company included in rate base a post test year addition consisting of the 
Kanawha Valley Customer Momation System CIS at a cost of $2,529,83 2. Company 
witness Roy L. Ferrell, ST. explained that the Company began using the initial vers'ion of this 
s o h a r e  in November 1998, and the installation of the initial version was completed in 
-1 999. Rebuttal Testimony, Fenefl, pp. 7-8. Mr. Ferrell further explained that the costs 
associated with the initid version have been recognized in rate base for ratemaking purposes 
in prior rate cases. Id. Since that time the Company has gone through the installation of 
several upgrades. According to Mr. Ferrell, the Company has capitalized the costs of these 
new upgrades, but will not close the project to utility plant until 2003 because minor costs 
continue to trickle in. Id. 

Mr. Ferrell explained that the Company and its customers have already received a 
majority of the improvements fiom this project, since most were realized when the Company 
converted to the Call Center. Mr. Ferrell M e r  explained that these efficiencies and 
savings were already incorporatedin test-year expenses. Id. Mr. FerreII stated that only the 
cost of the needed software upgrades and application adjustments carried over to 2003. Id. 
Mr. Ferrell asserted that since the savings (expense reductions) associated with the programs 
are already built into the case, it would be unfair for Staff to accept these savings and deny 
the associated investment. Id. at pp. 6-7. 

The Company argued that the Commission should expect the Company to invest in 
the most modern and efficient replacement plant available. The fact that a new utility plant 
such as software may offer assorted attributes in comparison with the replaced plants should 
not come at the cost of post-test year rate base recognition. It is unfair for Staff to disallow 
rate base and at the same time recognize the savings generated by those initiatives. 
Company~tialBriefatpp.60-61. . -  

Staff does not believe that any of the CIS investment should be included in rate base 
since the Kanawha Valley Customer Information System is expense reducing and, therefore, 
would be more of a future test year adjustment rather than the type of non-revenue 
producinglnon-expense reducing rate base adjustment historically allowed by the 
Commission. Staff Initial Brief. Staff recommends a corresponding reduction in rate base 
of $2,529,832. 

Staff witness Kellmeyer, explained that the Company, in its Utility Management 
report filed on March 1 1,2003, stated that the comprehensive information systems created 
operating efficiencies and productivity improvements which allow the Company to respond 
more quickly to the needs of customers and eliminates multiple handling of paper records. 
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Direct Testimony, Kellmeyer, pp. 15-16. Based on this information, Ms. Kellmeyer 
concluded &at this post test year project was expense reducing and, thus, should not be 
included in rate base. Id. 

Staff asserted that this post test yeas addition should not be allowed since the system 
was not in service in the historical test year. Ms. Kellmeyer stated that she believed that the 
saviags that are in the case are associated with the s o h a r e  that was previously purchased 
and not with the software purchased in 2003. Tr., Vol. 5, at p. 162. Therefore, there may 
be firrther expense reduction once the system is placed into service. Furthermore, if there 
is no further expense reduction, then Staff would question the prudence of such expenditure. 
Tr., Vol. 5 at p. 163. Thus, WVAWC's post-test-year addition of this project to rate base 
is not supported under the test for when post test year adjustments are allowed as set forth 
in the 1994 Company rate case order at p. 55. Staff Initial Brief. 

The Cities agreed with the Staff position regarding this issue. Cities Lnitial Brief at 
p. 20. 

The Commission agrees with the Staff regarding this issue. The software was not 
%stalled until July of 2003 and thus lies outside of the test year. Additionally, the decision 
to upgrade software is not on par with on-going pipeline mintenawe and consequently shall 
not be afforded the terminal rate base consideration given to pipeline maintenance. 

Pre-payments (Insurance, Expenses, Taxes, Misc.) 

This issue arose due to a misunderstanding of whether prepayments were reflected 
in the Company's lead lag study. If prepayments were included in the lead lag study, the 
expense leads would be greatly reduced in recognition of the fact that expenses are paid in 
advance rather tban in arrears. This would tend to reduce the number of days expenses are 
carried as payables before they are paid which would in turn increase the net cash working 
capital requirement. Under these circmnstances, it would not be appropriate to also include 
prepayments as a separate rate base item. The Company explained that it had not reflected 
the prepayments in its leadflag study and therefore, it is appropriate to separately include 
prepayments in rate base. 

This issue appeas to have resolved itself and the Commission shall adapt the 
Company's position on this matter. 
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Residuals Plant . - . : 

The CAD noted that the CharIeston residuals handIing facility is still under 
construction and its completion date and final cost are stilI unknown. As the facility is not 
yet used md useful in providing service to customers and'its final cost impact is unknown, 
the CAD recommended reducing rate base by $2.526 million. CAD Initial Brief. 

The Company pointed out the fact that the Commission has certificated the facility 
in part because the Kanawha Valley Treatment Plant will no longer be allowed to discharge 
treatment residuals into the Charleston Sdw Board's wastewater system after April 2004, 
making th i s  a "hard deadline" for the completion of the project. The Company noted that 
it willnot recognize whatever savings the residuals facility may generate over test year waste 
disposal expense until it comes on line in 2004, eliminating any "mismatching" concerns 
between the claimed expense savings and the recovery of investment needed to generate 
those savings. Thus, the Company requested the Commission authorize an inclusion in rate 
base of $2,152,394. Company Initial Brief at pp. 61 -62. 

Staffrecommendedremoval of $2,152,394 fromrate base since it is expense reducing 
and, therefore, does not comply with the Commission's post rate base adjustment policy. 
Staff asserted that the Company's contention that the cost of the new residual facility will 
be the same as the current costs of using the City of Charleston, is only an estimate. Staff 
argued that there is a significant change in operations associated wi& this facility, with one 
expense being significantly reduced and other expenses (capital costs and operation and 
maintenance of the new facility) being increased, Staff argued it is this sort of estimation 
and guessing that can turn an historic test year adjusted for known and measurable changes 
into aprojected test year. Staff Initial Brief at pp. 3 1-32. 

The Commission shall adopt the Staff position on this issue and reduce rate 'base by 
$2,152,394. 

Sutton River Crossing 

The CAD argued that the Sutton River Crossing replaced a badly deteriorated 8-inch 
river crossing pipe with a n'ew 12-inch pipe. The project was completed after the end of the 
test year and added $93,000 to plant in service. CAD argued that this post-year addition 
fails the %on-expense reducing" test, and should be excluded from rate base in this case. 
CAD I d a 1  Brief at p. 22-23. 

The Commission does not see any distinction between this issue and tbe other 
terminal treatment issues discussed above. We believe that the Company has demonstrated 
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that this rate base addition is non-revenue producing. Furthermore, there is no evidence of 
significant test year expenses that will be eliminated by the investment in the new river 
crossing are that are of such magnitude as to lead us to reject our terminal rate base treatment 
of this item. 

We shall allow the Sutton River Crossing in rate base. 

REVENUE REOUIREMENT RELATED ISSUES 

Cost CauserslCustomer Specific Tariff Items 

The Cost Causer tariff items, which we shall hereafter refer to as Customer Specific 
tariff items, were introduced by the Company in this rate case as a ccfairness" issue. 
Implementation of Specific Customer tariffs would assign certain identified costs to the 
individual customers "causing" those costs, and the revenue generated from them would 
serve to decrease the amount theConrpany must recover under its general water tariff kom 
all customers. Company Initial Brief at p. 66. The Commission shall address each of the 
Specific Customer tariff items in turn. 

Customer Specific Tariff Item - Account Activation 

The proposed $20 account activation charge covers the cost to physically tnrn an 
water at a customer's residence. 

Staff does not believe the Company's proposed $20.00 account activation charge 
should be approved. This charge, if approved, will bring in approximateIy $736,000 in 
additional revenue. Staff argued that it is not a reasonable practice for a utility to charge a 
new customer for the privilege of becoming a customer since there, is not a lot of real 
incremental cost associated with signing up a new customer. Direct Testimony, Stewart, p. 
10. 

Company witness Mr. Herbert explained that this charge is intended to recover the 
same costs associated with the reconnection charge. Rebuttal Testimony, Herbert, pp. 6-7. 
Mr. Herbert asserted that the Company does not believe that customers who need water 
service will be impeded by a $20.00 account activation charge. Furthermore, the Company 
believes such charge will offset the costs associated with a serviceman having to physically 
tum on water. Lastly, this charge will discourage over use by customers who request service 
to be discontinued for a period of time to avoid minikaum biII charges only to request that 
service be reconnected after a shod period of time. Id. 
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. . .. . . . .. The Commission agrees with Staff on this Issue. While the Commission shall allow 
the Recomection Charge (discussed below), the Company's proposal to charge a customer 
for the privilege of becoming a customer is unreasonable. 

Customer Specific Tariff Item 1 Delayed Payment Penalty 

Water Rule 4.3.e reads as follows: 

Each bill shall bear upon its face the latest pay date and the date it shall 
be a delinquent bill if not paid. On all current usage billings not paid by the 
latest pay date, ten percent (10%) will be added to the net current amount 
unpaid. This delayed payment penalty is not interest and is to be collected 
only once for each bill where it.is appropriate. 

I. When a utility receives a customer payment at a time when 
both a delinquent bill and a current bill are outstanding, the 
utility wifI apply the payment first to the current bill, and apply 
any leftover amounts to the deIinquency. Provided, that this 
rule shall not apply to payments fiom customers whose 
delinquencies have been addressed in a deferred payment 
agreement. If a termination notice has been issued then the 
payment should first be applied to the delinquent amount that is 
the subject of the termination notice. 

The Company proposes that its tariff provision be modified to provide for a 10% 
delayed payment penalty and to state that the penalty would be a one-time charge of 10% 
on the unpaid amaunt if payment is not received after 21 days fiom the date of the bill. The 
Company has projected that it is likely to generate revenues of approximately $2.1 million 
at current rates. Company Ex. PRH-A at 4. 

The BOE support the inclusion of this Customer Specific tariff item. The BOE 
argued that Staff and CAJI fail to recognize that the delayed payment penalty, as adopted 
by the Commission in its recent revision to the Water Rules, is explicitly intended to be 
punitive toward the customer to encourage prompt payment. BOE Initial Brief at p. 17. 
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The Commission shall permit language corresponding to that contained in the rule 
for use in the Company's However, in the interest of notice to the customers, the 
C o d s s i o n  shaIl require the Company to provide either a billing insert or a separate 
mailing to customers explaining that the Company will apply a new 10% penalty charge on 
the unpaid portion of any bill that remains outstanding for more t h b  20 days after the bill 
is mailed to the customer. The Company shall not impose the Delayed Payment Penalty until 
such notice has been provided to the customers and an affidavit of such notice has been 
submitted to the Commission. Additionally, for all bills which will be subject to the new 
delayed penalty provision, the Company shall include on all customer billing statements both 
the amount due if paid timely as well as the date and the amount of the bill if paid late. For 
example: 

I If paid after March 20,2004: 1 $44.00 

Amount due and owing: 

Customer Specific Tariff Item - Leak Adjustment Fee 

$40.00 

The Company proposed to increase the incremental cost of water used in "leak 
adjustment" situations frornthe current level of $0.27 per 1,000 gallons to $1.55 per 1,000 
gallons. The Company's proposal would bring in approximately $120,000 in additional 
revenue. 

I 

S W  does not believe the Company's proposal is reasonable and recommends that 
the Company be given permission to increase the incremental cost of water ffom the current 
level of $0.27 per f ,000 gallons to $0.30 per 1,000 gallons. Staff's proposal will bring in 
approximateIy $3,000 in additional revenue (a difference of $1 17,000). Staff Initial Brief. 

StafTexpIained that the keyword in this issue is "incremental"--the short-run variable 
cost to produce additional water. Direct Testimony, Stewart, p. 1 1. Staff witness Stewart 
noted that the unusual "consumption" of water caused by a leak on the customer's premises 

The Commission is aware of certain situations in which a customer's income and 
payment due date are out of sync to the degree fhat the customrmay always make a monthiy 
bill payment but such payment is consistently late. Theremaybe circumstmces under which 
it is a hardship for the customer to alter hisher bill paying schedule. The Company should 
consider placing the customer on a different billing cycle or granting an exemption from the 
penalty provision where such conditions exist or the Commission may con side^ such 
exemption on a case by case basis. 
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is not expected to place such a burden on the Company so as to require the Company to buy 
a new pump, hire a new plant operator, or even pay overtime. Moreover, Staff noted that 
the purpose of a leak adjustment rate is to be fair to both the utility and the customer: The 
customer should not be harskfypmalized for a leak event over which he had no control and 
for which he has demonstrated a willingness to fur, and the Company sfiould be 
compensated for its cost ofproducing additional, unanticipated voh.mes ofwater lost by the 
customer. Mr. Stewart noted that a leak of 10,000 to 20,000 gallons would involve only a 
very small amount of power and chemicals instead of creating a need for additional labor, 
overheads, etc. Id. at pp. 1 1-12. Mr. Stewart recommended that the rate be set at $0.30 per 
1,000 gallons, which is consistent with Staffs Rule 42 exhibit for purchasedwater, he1 and 
power, chemicals and waste disposal. Id. 

CAD witness Scott J. Rubin recommended &at this rate be related to the base cost 
of water and recommended that the rate be 35% of the base cost or about $0.97 per thousand 
gaIlons. Direct Testimony, Rubin, pp. 38-39. 

Mi. Herbert asserted hatthe Company does not believe the incremental cost ofwater, 
which Staff focuses on, recovers enough costs. Rebuttal Testimony, Herbert, p. 9. Mr. 
Herbert further stated that the Company believes Mr, Rubin's approach is more in line with 
the Company's; however, the Company does not agree with his 25% factor. Instead, the 
Company believes a 50% factor is more reasonable and would be acceptable to the 
Company. Mr. Herbert conduded by stating that the Company recommends that the leak 
adjustment rate be no Iess thm $1.5 1 per 1,006 gallons using the C o ~ m y ' s  approach or 
no less than 40% of the unit base costs using CAD'S approach. Id. at p. 9. 

The Commission shall adopt the Staff position on this issue. The Company's 
calculation of the leak adjustment fee includes fixed costs contrary to Water Rule 4.4.c., 
which reads, in part, as follows: 

4.4.c. Leaks on the customer's side of the meter- 

2. The policy shall provide for a recalculated bill to reflect the 
utility's incremental cost of treating or purchasing the water, .... 

Such calculation of the cost of treating or purchasing water does not include fixed 
costs. 

Tke Commission shall utilize a $0.30 per thousand gallons as the incremental cost of 
water for the Company when determining its leak adjustment fee. 
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Customer Specific Tariff Item - Reconnection Charge 

Staff agrees with the Company's proposed $20.00 reconnect charge, which is 
supported by Water Rule 4.8.c4. This charge will bring in approximately $234,000 in 
additional revenue. However, Staff argued that while it agrees with tihihis proposed charge, 
it does not believe that customers who require defened payment agreements should be 
required to pay the reconnect fee in hll as a condition of resuming service. Direct 
Testimony, Stewart, p. 10. Instead, Staff recommends that this fee be added to the past due 
balance and recovered as part of the deferred payment agreement. Id. 

The CAD recommended rejection of the fee except in cases where disconnection of 
service is seasonal or voluntary. The Industrial Intervenors and tfie BOE both supported the 
provision as requested by the Company. 

The Commission shall allow the $20.00 reconnection charge. However, the 
Commission shall not allow the double recovery of reconnection charges in instances where 
the Company has a disconnection agreement with a sewer company. For example: Suppose 
dustomer Smith is delinquent to both h s  Sewer Utility and to the Water Company. The 
Sewer Utility, through its agreement with the Water Company, requests disconnection of 
Customer Smith. Upon reconnection, Customer Smi th  is required to pay the reconnection 
charge to the Sewer Company. The Sewer Company passes its reconnection charge on to 
the Water Company per their disconnection agreement. The Water Company may not also 
coIlect its own reconnection charge from Customer Smith even though the Company had 
planned to disconnect Customer Smith for h-ss delinquency to the Company. 

Additionally, the Commission shall adopt the Staffs recommendation and allow the 
reconnection charge to be added to the past due balance and recovered as part of any 

Water Rule 4.8.c. "Charge for recomection" reads as follows: 

1. Whenever the suppIy of water is turned off for violation of rules, non- 
payment of bills, or fraudulent use of water, the utility may make a charge as 
set forth in its tariff for reestablishment of service. 

2. If service is discontinued at the request of the customer, the utility may 
refuse servic~ to such customer, at the same premises, if requested within 
eight (8) months of the date service was discontinued, unless the customer 
shall first pay the reconnection charge set forth in the utiIity's tariff. 
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deferred payment agreement that may be entered into between the customer and the 
Company. The Company's tarlffprovision shall reflect the above modifications. 

Customer Specific Tariff Item - Returned Check Charge 

Company's proposed return check charge of $15.00 would bring in approximately 
$36,000 in additional revenue, whereas Staffs recommended $7.00 returned check charge 
would bring in approximately $16,800 in additional revenue. 

In Little Creek Public Service District, Case No. 0 1 -0970-PWD-T (August 10,2001), 
the Commission allowed a retrrrn check charge and stated the following: 

It is established Commission policy to pennit utilities to charge their 
customers for bad checks an arnount that does not exceed the amount that the 
utility's bank charges theutility for such check, provided that such charge m y  
not exceed $1 5.00. SeeUnlon William Public Service District, CaseNos. 94- 
0 11 0-PSD-42A and 94-01 1 1 -PWD-42A (Commission Order March 10, 
1995); Pag-e-Kincaid Public Senrice District, Case No. 85-0345-FWD-T 
(Commission Order June 15, 1995); Cbattarov Public Service District, Case 
No. 96-1343-PSWD-T (Commission Order December 9, 1996). The 
Commission's policy is based on reasoning that a utility should be permitted 
to recover a bad check fee directly £torn the customer incurring the charge in 
order to directly match the cost causer to the cost, rather than spreading the 
cost throughout the entire customer base. 

However, the Commission has limited such charge to the actual fee imposed by the 
bank. More recently, the Commission raised the maximum amount of the returned check 
charge to $25.00 due to a statutory amendment and when requested by the utility. Marshall 
CountvPublic Service District, Case No. 03-0869-PWD-T-PW (Commission order entered 
August 20,2003). However, the Commission continued to limit the amount of the returned 
check charge which a utility may charge to the actual bank charge. 

The Commission shall allow the returned check charge requested by the Company 
not to exceed the actual returned check charge charged to the Company by its bank. 

Customer Specific Tariff Item - Service Connection Charge (Tap Fee) 

The Company requested atap fee of $450 for 314 inch connection and $500 for one- 
inch connection. Taps for large sizes would be the actual costs for such connections under 
the Company's proposal. 
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The Commission concurs with Staffs assessment that since the Company, as st large 
investor-ownedutility, does not have the same limited access to capital sources and the same 
need to live off of day to day cash flow as many publicly operated utilities, then f%e 
Company should recover all capital costs involved in providing service to new customers 
in the same manner that it recovers any other capital expenditure, which is through return 
on rate base. Direct Testimony, Stewart. 

The Cornmission shall denythe Cornpafly's request for a Service Connection Charge. 

Huntington Sanitary Board Revenues 

The CAD argued &at a simple reading of the unambiguous language of the "Service 
Agreernent"entered into by the Company and the Huntington Sanitary Board, for the 
provision of certain billing and accounting activities, reveals that the Company is not 
complying with the terms of the contract and the Codss ion ' s  order. Accordingly the 
CAD recommends that the Commission increase the Company's revenues by $1 27,O5 1. 
CAD Initial Brief at p. 26. 

The Company argued that in his rebuttal testimony, Company whess Ferrell 
explained in detail why the CAD'S proposed adjustment has absolutelyno basis, is undercut 
bytbeplain language of the Company's Corrmission-approved contract with the Huntington 
Saaitary Board, and otherwise fails to meet the known and measurable standard. Company 
Exhibit RLF-B at 39-42. The Company argued that it proved that the contsactuaf rate is still 
an accurate, cost-based calculation of its cost to provide sewer billing services to the 
Huntington Sanitary Board. Id. at 4 1 ; Company Exhibit RLF-B at Rebuttal Exhibit RLF-4. 
The Company urged the rejection of Rubin's adjustment. 

The C o d s s i o n  agrees that Company witness Ferrell's recalculation of the cost of 
providing billing services to the. Huntington Sanitary Board, containing a $0.79 figure, 
continues to be justified. Company Exhibit RLF-B at 39-42 and Rebuttal Exhibit RLF-4. 
The Commission shaIl reject the CAD argument on this issue. 

MiscelIaneous Service Revenues 

The CAD argued that the Company's level of miscellaneous service revenues should 
be increased to account for the increase in the amount of rent the Company receives for 
housing the Southeast Region Service Company. CAD Initial Brief. 

The Commission shall adopt the CAD position on this issue and add $25,388 to 
revenues as a known and measurable change. 
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FederaI and State Unemployment, FICA taxes, Interest Synchronization Adjustment, 
and State Business and Occupation taxes 

The Commission shall adjust the above items consistent with the Commission's 
previous payroll decisions herein regarding employee levels and the Payroll Expense Ratio, 
among others. 

Property Tax 

According to the Company, both Staff and the CAD have agreed to a final figure of 
$4,312,687 ($7,655 more than the Company's initial estimate) for this item. Company 
Initial Brief at p. 54, 55. 

The CoIl-rmission shall adopt the $4,3 12,687 figure as agreed to by the Company, 
CAD, and Staff as it represents the actual 2003 property tax liability figure. 

RATE DESIGN/COST ALLOCATION ISSUES 

Cost Allocation 

While CAD'S primary recommendation is that the Commission not award the 
Company my increase, CAD argued that if the Commission rejects this recommendation, 
then tihe Commission should adopt CAD9s rate design based on CATYs class cost of service 
study. Direct Testimony, Rubin, pp. 47-48; and Supplemental Direct Testimony, Rubin, pp. 
2-3. CAD stated that it produced a cost of service study based on the fbndamental principles 
of the "base-extra capacity method" laid out by the American Water Works ~ssociation. 
The CAD study showed that several classes were earning below the overall Company return, 
and that the  tail block for consumption was priced below the base cost of producing water. 
The CAD recommended that if any increase is granted in this case, that the Commission first 
cover that revenue requirement with any new revenue fiom the Cost CausedSpecific 
Customer tariffs, and then use the results of CAD'S cost of service study as a guide kt 
spreading the remainder of revenue requirement to the various customer classes and rate 
bIocks. CAD Initid Brief at p. 50. 

Staff did not agree with CAD'S class cost of service study and recommended that my 
rate adjustment ordered by the Commission be spread equally across the board to all classes. 
Rebuttal Testimony,. CaIvert.,(Staff Exhibit No. 6). 

. . 

P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
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.. . Staff explained that CAD'S class cost of service study uses the '?me-extra capacity" 
method. Rebuttal Testimony, Calvert, p. 3, Ms. Calvert further explained that the 
Comnu'ssion in Case No. 94-0 13 8-W-42T made clear that it would consider which of two 
methods was the more appropriate class cost of service study in the Company's next rate 
case which involved a class cost of service study. The two methods referred to were the 
"base-extra capacitf' method and the "commodity-demand"method. See 2 994 Company 
rate case, (December 22, 1994), Conclusion of Law No. 31 at p. 70 and pp. 50-51. 

Staff averred that since the 1 994 case, Staff has prepared both a "ase-extra capacity" 
and "commodity demand" study when the Company has requested other than a straight 
percentage increase. Since these subsequent cases have been stipulated, the issue of which 
method should be used has not been decided by the Commission. Rebuttal Testimony, 
Calvert, pp. 4-5. Ms. Calved stated that in every other water case that included a class cost 
of service study, the "commodity-demand" type study has been used by the Commission. 
Id. Ms. Calvert noted that the CAD did not present both methods for the Commission's 
consideration in this case. Furthermore, the CAL) did not offer a justification for the 
Co-rrYnission to switch to the "base-extra" capacity method for the Company, when it is 
inconsistent with the method the Commission uses with other water utilities. Id, at p. 6.  
Thus, Staff recommended that the Commission not adopt CAD'S proposed "base-exba 
capacity" method without having before it a "commodity-demand" study making appropriate 
comparisons and findings regarding the impacts of each study. Id. 

Furthemore, Staff noted &at CAD'S study does not allocate storage tanks in 
accordance with the procedure last approved by the Commission. See, the 1994 Company 
rate case order, at Conclusion of Law No. 32, at p. 71. Nor did the CAD study allocate 
working capital in the manner last approved by the Commission. Id. at p. 5 1. Moreover, the 
CAD study did not allocate transmission and distribution mains in the manner last approved 
by the Commission. Id. at Conclusion of Law No. 30, p. 71. Since the CAD has departed 
from the procedures last approved by the Commission, Staff believes the CAD needed to 
identifl all areas of departure and to explain md support departures, which the CAD did not 
do. Rebuttal Testimony, Calved, p. 1 1. Thus, Staff does not believe it would be appropriate 
to adopt the CAD'S class cost of service study and recommends that any rate adjustment 
granted by the Commission be spread equally across the board to all classes of customers. 
Id. 

The Company, the lidustrial Intervenors, the Cities, and the BOE all advocated the 
use of an across the board spread of rates. 

In the 1994 Company rate case order, the Commission stated the following regarding 
cost allocation: 

P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  C O Y B i S S I O N  
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The cost allocation studies in this filing were '%base extra-capacity" studies. 
The Company filed a "base extra-capacitf' study consistent without 
requirement in the rules that it continue to use the same methodology as was 
used In the last case. The Commission has often used peak 
demandfcommodities studies (peak responsibility) in municipal water cases. 
The Commission is interested in having as much consistency in allocation 
studies as is reasonable and workable among water utiJities. We, therefore, 
believe that West Virginia Water should file with its next rate case not only 
a "base extra-capacity" study but also a study using the "peak 
demand/cornmodity" (peak responsibility) analysis. The Commission intends 
to determine what method is appropriate to use for West Virginia Water in the 
future. 

For the reasons discussed above, the Co&ssion shall reject the CAD'S cost -of 
service study. And, although the 1994 rate case only directed that the Company submit its 
cost of service study utilizing both fomts ,  the Commission notes that it is not disposed in 
Euture Company rate filings to move from an across-the-board methodology without first 
having had the opportunity to compare both methods. Henceforth, all parties should be 
aware that it will be necessary that both methods are presented to the Commission in any 
fktrrre requests to move from the across-the-board methodology. 

\ RATE IMPACT 

The results of our decisions herein, as summarized in Appendix A, reflect an overall 
revenue requirement of $98,783,000 before additional B&O taxes and uncollectibles. Since 
going level revenues are $97,057,000, our decisions herein reflect that the Company should 
be granted an increase of $1,828,000, after considering additional B&O taxes and 
uncollectibles on the increased revenue. 

Before considering usage rates, the C o d s s i o n  must consider the revenue impact 
of the Customer Specific Tariff items which we have approved and whch will be a new 
revenue source for the Company. The Customer Specific Tariff Item that wilI generate the 
most revenue is the delayed payment penalty. The Company had estimated that this 
provision would result in increased revenue of $2. lmillion. However, this projected effect 
was based on the Company's expectation of an overall increase in usage revenues of nearly 
$15 million. The Commission has determined that the delayed payment penaltywill produce 
less revenue since we are not granting a usage rate increase in this case. Adjusting the 
Company's projection on a pro-rata basis, we conclude that the Delayed Payment Penalty 
will produce $1.8 million. 
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In addition to the delayed payment penalty we have approved the Reconnection 
Charge and the Returned Check Charge, which should produce approximately $251,000. 
Therefore, in total, the Customer Specific Tariff items should produce approximately 
$2,111,000. Considering the need for an overall increase of $1,828,000, and the additional 
revenue which we have estimated to be produced by the Customer Specific tariffitem, the 
net remaining increase required is actually a decrease of $283,000. 

As discussed above, the Commission would not adopt the rate design 
recommendations made by the CAD based on the Class Cost of Service Study as filed by 
CAD witness Rubin. Since both Staff and the Company were supporting an across the 
boad percentage change in rates, tbe Commission would adopt such methodology in this 
case. However, before designing rates, we must look at the overall revenucrequiremen'r, the 
increase required, and the amount of revenue that will be generated by the Customer 
Specific tariff items which we are approving in this case. AAer considering the effect of the 
Customer Specific new revenue sources, there remains a negative $283,000 for rate design 
consideration. This amount represents approximately two tenths of a percent of the 
Company's total operating revenue. More importantly, this number is dependent on the 
estimated effect of the Customer Specific tariff items. While we have estimated that the 
delayed payment penalty may produce $1.8 million, we believe that the notice by which we 
have required the Company to apprize its customers of the penalty, as well as customer 
reaction to the penalty itself, could well push that revenue down by some amount. 
Considering the uncertainty of the revenue effect of the Customer Specific Wf items, and 
&every srnall balance left in this case for usage rate desiga, the Commission shall order no 
change in ihe Company's usage rates. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

PROCEDURE 
1, On March 11, 2003, the Company tendered for filing revised tariff sheets 

reflecting lncreasedrates and charges of approximately 16.4% annually, or $15,5 50,687, for 
furnishing water utility service to approximately 164,000 customers in Boone, Braxton, 
Cabell, Clay, Fayette, Harrison, Kanawha, Lewis, Lincoln, Logan, Mason, Mercer, Pubam, 
Raleigh, Summers, Wayne and Webster Counties, to become effective sn April 11, 2003. 
In addition to increased commodity rates, the f i h g  requested the institution or increase of 
certain non-commodity charges, such as the delayed payment penalty, a returned check 
charge, a tap fee, a reconnection fee, and a leak adjustment rate (collectively referred to as 
f'cost causer" or Customer Specific tariff items). The Company used a test year ending 
December 3 1,2002. 

P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
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2. Affidavits of publication were filed evidencing that the Company had 
complied with the notice requirement of Tariff Rule 10. l .b. 

3. Throughout the come  of this proceeding the Commission has received a large 
number of letters hled in protest of the Company's proposed rate increase. 

4. On April 2,2003, the Commission issued its Order suspending the revised 
tariff sheets and increased rates and charges requ&ted by the Company until 12:01 a.m., 
January 6, 2004, unless otherwise ordered by the Commission. Additionally, the 
Commission ord& established a procedural schedule for processing and resolving this case, 
which, among other things, set this matter for evidentiaryheasing to begin on September 8, 
2003. 

5. On April 9,2003, the Company filed its "Certificate of Posting, Publication, 
and Separate Mailing of Notice to Customers of Change in Tariff.'' 

6 On May 1, 2003, the  omp pan^ filed its direct testimonies and associated 
exhibits of Roy L. Fenell, Sr.; Paul R. Herbert; Chris E. Janet$ Michael A. Miller; Kendall 
Mitzner; Paul R. Mod; and Edwin L. Oxley. Additionally, the Company filed a revised 
Rule 427' exhibit along with revised supporting work papers. On May 7, 2003, the 
Company filed a correction to a portion of the direct testimony of Chris E. Jmett. 

7. On May 8,2003, the Company filed copies of its annual reports along with the 
annual reports of the American Water Company. 

8. T%e Commission issuedan order onMay 14,2003, which, among other things, 
set a procedural scheduIe and a schedule of public comment hearings. Additionally, ,the 
order required the Company to publish notice of the hearings scheduled in this case. 

9. On August 18,2003, the Commission conducted the Erst of several hearings 
for the purpose of taking public comment on the Company's proposed rate increase. The 
first meeting was held in Princeton. Additional hearings were held August 21 in 
Huntington, August 26 in Flatwoods and in Weston, August 27 in Fayetteville, and August 
28 in Charleston. 

10. On August 19, 2003, the BOE fiIed the "Direct Testimony of Dr. Ronald 
Duening" and the "Direct Testimony of D. Wayne Trimble." 

PUBLlC S E R V I C E  C O M M I S S I O N  

O F  W E S T  V I R G I N I A  
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1 I .  On August 19,2003, Commission Staff filed the direct tesfimonies of Diane 
Davis Calvert, James W. Ellars, Dixie L. Kellmeyer, Robert R. McDonald, Paul P. Stewart, 
and Staffs Rule 42 Exhibit, 

12. The CAD filed the direct testimonies of  avid E. Peterson, Scott J. Rubin, and 
Randall R. Short on August 19,2003. 

13. The City of South Charleston filed the '73irect Testimony of Mayor Richard 
A. Robb on August 19,2003. 

14. The Lavalette and South Butnam PSDs filed a letter on August 19, 2003, 
stating that they did not plan to file direct testimony. 

15. The "Direct Testimony of Susan Blake" was fifedby the County Commission 
sf Kanawha Comty and Regional Development Authority on August 19,2003. 

16. The City of Charleston filed the "Direct Testimony of Mayor D a y  Jones" 
on August 19,2003. 

17. On August 19,2003, the CAD filed the "Supplemental Direct Testimony of 
Scott J. RU~~II."  

18. On August 19,2003, the "Direct Testimony of Ernest Harwig7' was filed on 
behalf of the Industrial Intervenors. 

19. On August 21, 2003, the Company filed "West Virginia-American Water 
Company's Motion to Strike Certain Proffered Testimony of CAQ Witness Scott J. Rubin 
and Request for Expedited Ruling." 

20. On August 28,2003, the Commission issued an order denying the Company's 
August 21,2003, motion to strike the testimony of the CAD regarding MforclabiIity. 

21. On August 29,2003, the .CAD filed corrected schedules to the testimony of 
Randall R. Short. 

P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  COMMISS3ON 

OF W E S T  V I R G I N I A  
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- - . .  22. On September 9, 2003, the following documents were filed with the 
Commission: 

From the Company: the rebuttal testimonies of (1) Patrick L. Baryenbruch 
(along with the "West Virginia-American Water Company Assessment of 
Service Company Services"prepared by Baryenbruch & Company, Test Year 
Ended December 3 1,2003) ; (2) Roy L. Ferrell, Sr.; (3) Paul R. Herbert; (4) 
Chris E. Jmett; (5) ChnlstopherfC. McKenna (along with the "West Virginia- 
American Water Company Customer Survey'' prepared by Madonna Young 
Opinion Research, August 2003); (6) Michael A. Miller; (7) Paul R. Mod; (8) 
Edwin L. OxTey, (9) James E. Salsar (10) Eugene M. Zdrojewsky, Jr.; (1 1) 
Thomas M. Zepp 
From the BOE: the rebuttal testimony of D. Wayne Trimble 
From the CAD: rebuttal testimony of Scoff J. Rubin 
From the Industrial Intervenors: rebuttal testimony of Ernest Harwig 
From the City of Charleston: rebuttal testimony of Mayor Danny Jones 
From the City of South Charleston: rebuttal testimony of Mayor Richard A. Robb 

23. On September 9, 2003, Staff filed "Staffs Motion for Leave to File 
Supplemental Direct Testimony Out of Time." Staff moved to provide the supplemental 
direct testimony of James W, Ellars in &at it addressed certain security cost data that Staff 
had not had sufficient time to address in its direct testimony. Additionally, Staff submitted 
the rebuttal testimony of Diane Davis Calvert. 

24. On September 10, 2003, the Company filed a "Motion to Strike Rebuttal 
Testimony of [Consumer Advocate Division witness] Scoff J. Rubin." 

25. The Convnission entered an'order on September 16,2003, granting Staff's 
motion for leave to file supplemental direct testimony out of h e  and denying various 

. . motions of the parties to strike submitted testimony. 

26. On September 17 through September 23,2003, this matter came before the 
Commission for an evidentiary hearing. The parties were present and represented as 
follows: (I) the Company by Michael A. Albert, Esq., John Philip Mefick, Esq., and 
Christopher L. Callas, Esq.; (2) Staff by C. Terry Owen, Esq. and Leslie J. Anderson, Esq.; 
(3) the CAD by Billy Jack Gregg, Esq. and David A. Sade, Esq.; (4) Attorney General by 
Silas 33. Taylor, Esq.; (5) BOE by James V. Kelsh, Esq.; (6)  the Cities by Lee F. Feinberg, 
Esq. and Susan J. Eggs, Esq.; (7) Industrial Intervenors by Mark E. KauflFelt, Esq.; (8) 
Kanawha County Commission by Raymond Keener, ID, Esq.; (9) Lavalette PSD and South 
Putnam PSD by Robert R. Rodecker, Esq.; (10) Regional Development Authority of 

P U B L I C  S E R V l C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
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Charleston by Martin J. Glasser, Esq.; and (I  I )  West Virginia State Legislative Board, .. 

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers by Susan K. Comer, Esq. 

27. Each day of hearing was reduced to a transcript as follows: 
TT. Vol. I, September 17,2003,23 1 pages; 
Tr, Vol. II, September 1 8,2003, 198 pages; 
Tr. Vol. HI, September 19,2003, 176 pages; 
TL Vol. IV, September 22,2003,268 pages; and 
Tr. Vol. V, September 23,2003,214 pages. 

27. At the hearing, Company witness Michael A. Miller specified adjustments to 
the Company's case which brought the Company's total request down to approximately 
$14.9 million. Tr. Vol. 11 at pp. 96-97. 

28. On September 22, 2003, the Kanawha County Commission filed the direct 
testimony of its president, Kent Carper. 

29. On October 15, 2003, the Company filed a copy of its interim synergy 
statement as required by Case No. 01-1691-W-PC. 

30. Initial Briefs were filed by the following parties on November 3, 2003: the 
Company, theBOE, Cities, Industrial Intervenors, Kanawha County Commission, Lavalette 
PSD and South Putnam PSD, the CAD, and Staff. 

3 1. On November 5,2003, the Office ofthe Attorney General filed a Ietter stating 
that no initial brief would be submitted by the Attorney General's office. 

32. RepIy Briefs were fiIed by the following parties on November 17,2003: the 
Company; BOE, the Cities, Kanawha County Commission, the CAD, and Staff. 

33. On November 19,2003, the West Virginia Office of theAttomeyGenera1 filed 
a letter containing comments in lieu of a reply brief. 

DISCUSSION 
34. The Commission has not decided a fully litigated rate case hled by the 

Company since Case No. 94-01 3 8-W-42T. 

35. While the Company has filed requests for rate increases since 1994, those 
cases have resulted in settIernents between the participants which either eliminated or 
significantly reduced any outstanding issues between the parties to the cases. 
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- 36. The last Company rate filing prior to this case was designated Case No. 01- 
0326-W-42T. In that filing, the Company had originallyrequested a 12.8% increase inrates. 
The Commission entered an order on December 2 1,200 1, adopting a Joint Stipulation and 
Agreement for Settlement, dong with a corresponding Supplemental Stipulation and 
Agreement for Settlement. As part of those joint stipulations, the signatoryparties agreed 
that the rates and charges would be increased across-the-board by 5%, effective December 
3 1,2001. Further, the Company agreed to not make a general rate filing which would result 
in any change in the Company's rates and charges sooner than December 3 1,2002. An issue 
not f d y  stipulated in &at case addressed the appropriate treatment of new security related 
costs being incurred by the Company. 

37. In its December 21, 2001, order in Case No. 01-0326-W-42T, the 
Commission, among other things, ordered the Company to defer the actual costs incurred 
in increasing the security of the Company's systems on its books of account as a regulatory 
asset for presentation in the Company's next rate case. 

38. Subsequent to the 2001 rate case, ihe Company and Thames Water Aqua 
Holdings GMBH filed a petition seeking the Commission's consent a d  approval of the 
acquisition o f  the outstanding common stock of American Water Works Company, Inc., the 
parent company and controlhg shareholder of the Company, by Thames, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of RWE. See Case No. 01 -1 691-W-PC. 

39. As part of a settlement reached by the parties to Case No. 01-1691-W-PC, 
which the Commission adopted with certain modifications in an order entered on October 
23,2002, the parties agreed that the Company would file its next general rate case no earlier 
than March 7,2003, based on a2002 historical test year, with any changes in the Company's 
rates and charges from such case to be implemented no earlier than January 1,2004. Id. at 
p.40 and ~onclusion of Law No. 8 at p. 48. The parties to the Acquisition Case agreed, 
among other things, that RWE, Thames, AWW, and the Company would make no attempt 
to allocate or assign to the Company any poxtion of the purchase price in connection with 
the transaction or to recover fiom the Company's customers any portion of the acquisition 
premium or purchase price for the AWW common stock or any other costs associated with 
the acquisition. Id. at Joint Stipulation and Agreemeot for Settlement, p. 7, paragraphs M 
and L. 

Aforda biz@ 
40. Part of the CAD'S proposal for the Commission's disposition of this case 

included axi argument that the Commission should not authorize any increase in rates 
because the Company's rates were already too high and customer bills at any higher rate 
level would not be affordable. 

P U B L i C  S E R V l C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
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41. - The CAD asserts that the Company's customers have been subjected to fifteen 
rate increases over the last ten years, totaling $3 8.8 million, and averaging approximately 
$3.8 million per year. Testimony of David Peterson, CAD Exhibit 3, p. 3. 

42. The CAD noted that in 1996, a residential customer of the Company using 
4,500 gallons of water per month had a bill of $23.53. Under presenirates, CAD arguedthat 
customers pay $36.23 for that same usage level. In the current case, the Company, prior to 
revising its request, is proposing that rates for that same residential customer be increased 
an additional 16.7% to $42.29 per month. Direct Testimony, Randall R. Short, p. 13. 

43. The CAD concluded that the Commission should deny any increase in this 
case until such time as the income of the Company's cus.tomers improves or the Company 
can show that it requires additional revenue to avoid financial distress. 

44. The Attorney General argued that it is manifestly 'just and reasonable" to 
reject the Company's request for a rate increase. Letter of the Attorney General, November 
19,2003, at p. 2 .  

45. South Putnam PSD and Lavalette PSD argued to discredit the Affordability 
concept. 

46. The Kanawha County CoIllmission argued in favor of the Affordability 
concept. 

R4 m OF RETURN 
Return on E p i ~  

47. When a stockis publicly traded such a determination benefits fTom observation 
of the stock's experience in the market place. 

48. The Company's stock is not publicly traded. All of its stock is owned by its 
parent company. 

49. Paul R. Mod presented evidence on behalf of the Company on the issue of 
rate of retum on equity. Mr. Mod recommended that the Company be afforded an 
opportunity to earn a rate of return on common equity within the range of 10.00% to 
11 SO%.  The Company then elected to seek a return on common equity of 10.25%. Direct 
Testimony, Paul R. Moul, p. 1. 

P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
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- 50. The Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) model seeks to determine the value 
of an asset as the present value of future expected cash flows discounted at the appropriate 
risk-adjusted rate of return. 

5 1. Risk Premium (RP) Analysis is the determination of the cost of equity capital 
by reference to corporate bond yields to which a premium is added to reflect the increased 
risk of common equity over debt capital. 

52. Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) takes the yield on a risk-free interest 
bearing obligation and adds to it a return representing a premium that is proportional to the 
systematic risk of an investment. There are b e e  components to the model, the risk fkee rate 
of return, the beta measure of systematic risk, and the rnaxket risk premium. 

53. Mr. Moul relied upon four methodologies to arrive at his return 
recommendation. Ke used DCF, RP, CAPM, and a Comparable Eamings Analysis (CE). 
In determining a reasonable range for return on common equity, he analyzed a proxy group 
of six water companies and a second proxy group of ten natural gas utilities. Based upon 
his utilization of the DCF and RP analyses by themselves he anived at his recommendation. 
More specifically, his findings were: 

Direct Testimony, Paul R. Mod, p. 4. 

Water Group 

54. Randall R. Short provided testimony on return on common equity on behalf 
of the CAD. He utilized the DCF and CAPM analyses to asrive at his recommendation, He 
recommended 8.25% as a reasonable rate of return on comrnon equity for the Company, a 
return selected from a range of reasonableness between 8.20% and 8.50%. Direct 
Testimony, Randall R. Shot, p, 2. His DCF analysis produced a dividend yield component 
of 3.2% and a dividend growth rate range of 5 -0% to 5-25 %. Direct Testimony, Randall R. 
Short, p. 27. This was extended to a within range average of 8.33% as a rate of return on 
common equity. 

P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
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55. Diane Davis Calvertpresented cost of equity testimony on behalf of the Staff. 
Staffrecommends 6.67%rate ofreturn on equitybased on armge of 5.66% to 7.34%. Staff 
relied upon three approaches to determine a rate ofreturn on common equity. It utilized the 
DCF md CAPM models as well as an end result analysis to assure that the Company would 
be given a reasonable opportunity to generate sufficient revenue to pay its operating and 
maintenance expenses, to pay its interest expense, and to internally generate an adequate 
cash flow for capital improvements. Staffs recommended return of will provide long-tern 
interest coverage of 2.14 times and total interest coverage of 2.10 times. 

56. The Company's Indenture ofMortgage requires debt coverage of I .5 times the 
long-terminterest expense. During the last five years, the Company has averaged a 75.98% 
dividend payout rate, The Staff recommended rate of return would allow for a dividend of 
$7.966 million at the 75.98% dividend payout rate. The Staff's recommendation will also 
provide for the internal generation of 95.66% of the average 2004-2005 projected total 
capital expenditures of the Company. Direct Testimony, Diane D. Calvert, pp. 14-1 6 ,  
Appendix DDC- I, Schedule 5, Sheets 1-3, Schedule 6, Sheets 1-3. 

57. ' The Cities noted that in the Company's last fully litigated cost of equity case 
(the 1994 case) the Commission set 10.65% as the Company's equityrate. Since that time, 
other investments have fallen between 260 and 400 basis points. 'Yet Mr. Moul's cost of 
equity range actually contemplates that while the investment market falls across the board 
by 260 - 400 basis points, WVAWC's 10.65% of 1994 ought to be raised to as much as 
11.5% in 2003." Initial Brief of the Cities at p. 15. 

5 8. The Company seeks a risk free component of 5%, based on Iong term treasury 
bonds. 

Capital Structure and Resulting Rak of Return 
59. Testimony and other evidence pertaining to capital structure was introduced 

by three expert witnesses in this proceeding, MichaeI A. Miller on behalf of the Company, 
Randall R. Short for the CAD, and Diane Davis Calvert for Staff. 

60. The Company acknowledged that the anticipated rate for short-term debt 
reflected in its 6ling was too high in light of the most recent actions of the Federal Reserve 
and other market conditions. The Company therefore accepted the CAD'S short-term debt 
rate of 1.462% and recommended the following adjusted capital cost components and 
overall rate of return: 

I 
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Class of Capital Amount % of Total. Effective Cost Weighted Cost 

Short-term Debt 15,374,000 3.786% 1.46% 0.06% 

Long-term Debt 224,055,276 55.172% 6.73% 3.71% 

Prefemed Stock 2,227,704 0.549% 8.57% 0.05% 

Common Equity 164,448,999 40.494% 10.25% 4.15% 

Total Capital 406,105,979 100.000% 7.90% 1 
Company Initial Brief, November 3,2003, at pp. 10- 12. 

6 1. Randall R. Short, on behalf of the CAD, recommended that the Commission 
utilize the following structure: 

Capital Source % of Structure Effective Cost 

Short-term debt 4.25% 1.462% 

~ona-term debt I 55.18% ( 6.726% 

Preferred stock 0.55% 1 8.550% 
I I 

Common stock I 40.52% 1 8.250% 
Direct Testimony, Randall R. Short, p. 15. 

62. Mi.  Short utilized m average actual capital structure. His recommended 
structure was determined by averaging the Company's actual reported capital structure over 
the four quarters ending June 30,2003. Direct Testimony, Randall R. Short, pp. 1.5- 1 6. 

63. The CAD asserted that the Company projected a cost rate for short-term debt 
of 3.5%, Tr. Vo1. I, p. 184. That amount is almost three times the Company's current cost 
of short-tern debt (1.2%), and more than double the historic rates used by Staff and CAD 
(1.4% and 1.46% respectively). Tr. Vol. W ,  p. 167. 

6 4  The Staffs testimonyregarding capital structure was p~esented by Diane Davis 
Calvert. She recomrnended that the Commission use the Company's actual capital structure 
as of December 3 1,2002 (the end of the test year), with two adjustments. Ms. Calvert used 
long-term debt and preferred stock balances net of theirunamortizedissuance expenses. She 
also recommended that the level of short-term debt be adjusted to reflect the average balance 
outstanding during the test year. The StafFs witness recommended that the Commission 
adopt the following capital structure: 
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Capital source % of Structure Effective Cost 

Short term debt 4.63% 1.40% 1 . 6 . 7 3 %  Long term debt 55.01% 

Preferred stock -55% 8.56% 

Common stock 39.81% 6.67% 
Direct Testimony, Diane Davis Calved, Appendix DDC- I, Schedule 1. 

65. Ms. Calvert calculated her short-term debt percentage by determining the 
average daily balance outstanding in s hod-term debt during the test. year. Direct Testimony, 
Diane D. Calvert,p. 3; see also Schedule 1, Sheet 2. The cost ofher short-term debt, 1.40%, 
represents tfie actual average cost incurred by the Company for the latest three months 
available at the time of the preparation of her testimony - April through June of 2003. She 
argued that using the most recent cost infomation available is consistent with adjusting test 
year expenses for known and measurable changes. Direct Testimony, Dime D. Calvert, p. 
3, 

66. Parties other than the Company, Staff, and CAD did not provide a detailed 
analysis of capital structure and rate of return although the Cities adopted the Staff's capital 
structure and corresponding calculation of rate of return. Cities Initial Brief at p. 26. 

OPERA TION AND MALVTENANCE AND OTHER EPENSES 
Capitalized Payroll Ratio 

67. The Company has requested that its capitalized payroll - that is, the percentage 
of payroll dollars f i a t  will be capitaIized, as opposed to expensed - be set at 23.19% In this 
case, areduction fiomthe28.58% which was actuallycapitalized in the test year. Company 
Exhibit MAM-B at 1 6.  

68. The Company argues that it is not going to capitalize this mount of labor in 
the 2004 rate year given its demonstrated construction requirements and capital spending 
plan. Company Initial Brief. 

69. Staff argued that Staff and the Company have consistently used historical test 
year percentages in its analysis of going level payroll. Staff believes that the Company's use 
of estimated expenselcapitalization ratios would violate the matching principal and fwrther 
argued that the Company's use of capital budgets as a measure of going level payroll 
violates the known and measurable standard. Direct Testimony, Kelheyer, p. 6 .  
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. - .  70. The CAD argued in its Initial Brief that the test year ratio be retained, based 
on evidence showing that the Company's construction budget for the foreseeable future will 
remain relatively stable and that any forecasts are merely speculative. 

Employee Levels 
71. The Company is requesting that the payroll expense used in this case be based 

on a level of 323 employees. At the close of the hearing, the Company confirmed that there 
had not been my additional vacancies to offset the eight employment positions. Tr. Vol. V 
at p. 203. 

72. Staffrecommended the Commission disallow eight (8) ofthose positions from 
going level wages (an adjustment of approximately $240,350). 

73. The BOE raised the issue regarding the possible level of profit contained in 
charges made to the Company by its affiliates. The BOE did not simpIy suggest an 
adjustment to affiliated charges based on its calculation of profit levels achieved by 
affiliates, but it requested the Commission deny the affiliated charges requested in the 
amount of $5,570,617. 

74. The Company countered that it did not decline to produce information 
regarding service company billings but that the BOE could have requested any information 
it needed and failed to do so. Additionally, the Company noted that the Commission has 
never required the Company to produce such information in the past. Company Reply Brief 
at p. 27. 

Cull Center 
75. As explained in the Direct Testimony of Company witness Miller, effective 

May 29,2OOl, customer inquisy and billing functions for the Company are being performed 
at the Call Ccnter in Alton, Illinois. Mr. Miller explained that call center functions were 
consolidated throughout the entire American Water System as a cost saving measure. 

76. Staff is recommending an adjustment of $9O,25Oto reflect annual amortization 
of the Call Center transition costs. Staff stated that it agreed with the total call center 
transition costs claimed by the Company, but that the Company erroneously computed the 
prior years' and going-level amortization. Staff witoess Kellmeyer explained that the 
Company recorded the accumulated two prior years' amortization as $1 60,736 based on an 
estimate from a prior case; however, the total cost of the call center transition is actually 
higher than the estimated costs in the prior case. Direct Testimony, Kellmeyer, p. 9. StafT 
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asserted that once the amortization period was set at ten years, the Company should have 
begun a 10-year amortization based on actual costs as booked in line with traditional 
depreciation accounting. 

Comprehensive Planning Study 
77. The Company routinelyperforms a comprehensive pIanning study on five-year 

intervals to assess the need for treatment plant improvements to meet new emerging 
regulations, to identiij areas of its distribution system that may need to be replaced or 
upgraded, and to determine the impact that system growth has on plant and distribution 
system perfolrmance. 

78. In rebuttal testimony and at hearing, Company witness Miller suggested a 
compromise by which the Commission established a utility plant account for these type of 
studies and permit the Company to capitalize the associated costs upon their completion. 
A period of 50 years would be allowed for recovery of the costs as a reasonable rate of 
depreciation. The CAD found this compromise to be acceptable. CAD Initial Brief atp. 44. 

79. Staffis recommending $0 for comprehensive pIanning study costs whereas the 
Company is requesting $l79,03 8. 

80. In the 1994 case the Commission decided that fhe costs associated with the 
study should be alldcated to the related construction work orders. Once the relatedprojects 
have been completed and placed into service, the preliminary and final engineering costs 
could begin to be recovered through annual depreciation allowance over the service life of 
the facility. 

Great L a b  Chemical Planf 
81, The Great Lakes Chemical Plant closed in March 2002, stopped using water 

entirely in February 2003, and has demolished its facility. In its adjustment, the Company 
removed both test year revenues associated with this industrial customer as well as test year 
expenses relnted to associated variable production costs. Company Exhibit RLF-B at 2 1-23, 

82. Staff included $177,000 in revenues since, according to Staff, it is not now 
hown or measurable as to whether there will be new customers to take the place of Great 
Lakes. Staff Initial Brief at p. 33. 

83. The Great Lakes Chemical plant was a customer during the test year and both 
the revenues fromthat customer and the expenses related to serving that customer are in the 
test year fin:.:lcial statements. Further more, the Great Lakes Chemical plant has ceased 
doing business and will not return as a customer of the Company at its previous location. 
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Incentive Compensation 
84. The Company argued that its Long-Term Incentive PIm is part of the overdl 

compensation package for executives and is integral to efforts to attract and retain talented 
and capable individuals. Company Exhibit MAM-B at 26-27. 

85. The Cities argued that the Company wants to build $139,070 in additional 
executive compensation into its rates but such amount is not known and measurable since 
it is entirely based on Company performance. kdditionally, bonuses awarded to executives 
for putting more money in shareholder pockets should be borne by shareholders, not 
ratepayers. Cities Initial Brief at p. 22. 

86. The CAD argued fiat as stockholders are the primary beneficiaries when the 
Company's fmancial performance targets are met, they should be the ones who pay for 
executive bonuses, not ratepayers. CAD Initial Brief at p. 40. 

87. In the present case, no party objected to the overall safary expense. 

Pension Cosfs 
88. In calculating the Company's pension contributions for 2004, the Company 

took its known funding requirements for February and May 2004 and annualized them 
through the last two quarters of 2OM. The Company suggested that the latest and most 
accurate information (the Company's current funding requirement), rather than outdated 
expenses first incurred in 2002, should be used. Company Initial Brief, at pp, 43 and 44. 

Rate Case Expease 
89 The Company proposed a three-year amortization of rate case expense, the 

same method approved in the 2001 Rate Case, Because only two years have passed since 
the conclusion of tbaf case, the Company proposed to add the unamortized portion of its 
actual rate case expense in the 2001 Rate Case to the estimated rate case expensein this case, 
and then to amortize the combined balance over three years, Company Exhibit FX.F-A 
at 18-20 and Exhibit RLF-6; Company Exhibit WF-B at 23-29. 

90. The disagreement between the Company and the Staff regarding rate case 
expense is whether the amortization of the 2001 rate case costs should have been booked at 
33 1/3% of the actual rate case costs or 33 1/3% of the costs that were estimated at the time 
the 2001 case was settled. 
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Security Costs/Svnergy Savings , 
91. In Case No. 01-0326-W-42T the Commission directed: 
h e  Company to defer the actual costs of additional security. Tbe  Commission 
directs this defenal. in recogni6on of the fact that we shall provide the 
Company with the opportunity to recover its deferred costs in infuture rates. 
Accordingly, the Company may request recovery of these deferred costs when 
it files its next sate case. This will give the Commission and interested parties 
an opportunity to review the reasonableness and prudence of the Company's 
actions, the actual level ofplant additions and operating costs incurred and the 
extent to which defmed costs are unusual or extraordinary as compared to 
n o b l ,  historic operations. The Commission will allow recovery of 
reasonable deferred costs in future rate cases after our review of the actual 
level of unusual or extraordinary security costs, the prudence of the costs and 
the appropriate timing for such recovery, but only to the extent that the 
Commission finds that the costs are reasonable, necessary, and prudent. 

92. In its Initial Brief, Staff described its recommendation for treatment of security 
issues by recommending an additional $2.75 million in rate base to reflect security related 
capital additions that were identified within the evaluation of synergy savings. Staff 
recornended corresponding decreases in the Conlpany's ongoing annual security operation 
andmaintenance expenses in the amount of $627,000 which were likewise identified by the 
Company within its evaluation of synergy savings. Staff stated that it was not aware of any 
party in this case objecting to Staffs treatment of these savings and rate base additions. 
Initial Brief at pp. 22-23. 

Sewice Conipatly Allocation (Management Fee Allocation} 
93. The CAD recornmendedthat the Cornmission modify the level ofmanagement 

fees charged by the Service Company by applying the latest allocation factors (effective 
March 1,2003), a change which occurred after the test year. Company Initial Brief at pp. 
45-46. 

Taxes - Co~zsolidated tax savings adjustment 
94. The CAD noted that the Company is not challenging the Commission's long- 

standing pracLc of recognizing tax savings arising &om the Company's participation with 
corporate a f f i L t e s  in filing a consolidated income tax return, as the Company did in the 
1994 rate case. CAD Initial Brief at pp. 47-48. 

95. The Company recommended that the position shared with the Staff inthis case 
be used - namely fhe Commission's continued use of a historic consolidated tax savings 
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calculation that includes only the American Water parent and the Greenwich subholding 
company. Initial Brief at pp. 55-56. 

UncolZectible Accounts 
96. Both the CAD and the Staff argued that the Company's uncollectible accounts 

should be normalized by using a 3 year average. CAD Initial Brief at p. 36. 

97. Staff recommended an uncollectible expense of $l,ZOO,3 85, whereas the 
Company had requested $1,598,081 for this item. Staff Initial Brief. 

Use Fees 
98. Staff did not reflect an increase for use fees to be paid the Lewis County 

Economic Development Authority in 2003 (about. $1 74,OOO), since the new customers are 
not yet being served and since the Company did not include the revenues from fhis project. 
Direct Testimony, Kelheyer, pp, 7-8. Staff recommended that the Lewis County use fees 
be capitalized as part of the construction cost. Id. 

99. Staff disagreed with the Company's amortization of use fees that the Company 
defenred in 2002 and 2003 (approximately a $24,643 adjustment). Staff noted that the 
Company did not have the prior approval of the Commission to defer &is amount nor did 
the Company suggest a decrease in any expense item that may have been less than what was 
included in the prior case. Staff Initial Brief. 

Use Fees - From Prior Period 
100. The Company annualized its 2002 test year use fee payments and included that 

toM amount ($3,484,824) in its rate filing. A portion of this annual amount ($24,643) 
represents a 37-year amortization of use fees that were inadvertently omitted from the 
Company's 2001 Rate Case filing. The total deferred amount ofthese use fees for 2002 and 
2003 is $9 1 1,791. Company Exhibit MAM-A at 23-25. 

101. Staff asserted that any attempt to correct prior deficiencies regarding use fees 
is improper retroactive ratemaking. No prior approval by the Commission to defer the 
mount was granted by the Cornmission. Staff Initial Brief at p. 37-38. 

Wages 
102. The CAD cited Mountaineer Gas Company, Case No. 93-0005-G-42T 

(October 29,1993) and argued that a proposed wage increase for the Company's non-union 
salaried employees is speculative and should be disallowed. The Company's Board of 
Directors has not approved this increase as yet and the Company's policy is subject to 
change on its own whim. Tr. Vol. N, p. 56. 
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Waste Disposal Expense 
103. The Company is seehng an adjustment based upon the expected costs of 

operating the Company's new Kanawha Valley sludge disposal system, and budgeted costs 
f o ~  waste handling at the Company's other water treatment plants. 

104. The CAD arguedthe Company's proposedwaste disposal expense adjustment 
does not constitute a known and measurable change and should be rejected. The CAD 
pointed out that support for its position can be found in the Company's testimony where the 
Company admitted at the hearing that it has deferred budgeted waste disposal activities in 
an attempt to conserve cash. Tr. Vol. ID, p. 165. 

105. Staff recommended a net increase of $26,746 for this expense item. Staff 
asserted that the Company's adjustment to going-level expense for facilities other than the 
Kanawha Valley Treatment Plant violates the known and measurable test. Staff Initial Brief 
at pp. 44-45. 

Workers ' Compensatiuiz 
106. The Company submitted that when the Company's base rate increase of 15% 

and the effect of a favorable modification to the Company's claims experience rating are 
aggregated, they generate a Workers' Compensation rate of 3.29%. Tnis Is the Company's 
current rate and the one that will be in effect until further notice. The net effect of these 
changes reduces the adjustment for Workers' Compensation expense included in the 
Company's direct testimony by $93,275. The Company asserted that the Staff, the CAD, 
and the B0E have concurred in this result. Company Initial Brief at p. 44. 

RATE BASE 
Terminal Treatment of 2002 Rate Base Additions 

107. The CAD recommended reducing rate base by $3 .%I million arguing that 
none of the 2002 projects were related to bringing service to ill-served areas, and are normal 
recurring plmt replacements, such as mains and services. CAD Initial Brief at p. 21. 

Acquisition Adjustments 
108. Staffwitness Kellmeyer explained .that an acquisition adjustment occurs when 

the acquisition price is different than the book vdue of the acquired utility. Tr., Vol. 5 at 
p. 169. Staff recommends the Commission reduce rate base by $450,804 for treatment of 
negative acquisition adjustments. 
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Capital Projects 
109. The BOE argued that the Cornmission should require the Company to use 

internally generated hnds for capital projects by including internally generated funds in rate 
base, thereby offsetting the Company's capital projects which have been included in rate 
base in this filing. BOE Initial Brief at p. 13. 

Cash Working Capital 
110. The CAD argued that the Company's 2002 lead/Iag study showed that on 

average, customers, rather than investors, provide working funds that enable the Company 
to pay its day-to-day operating expenses. Thus, a negative rate base allowance for cash 
working capital is appropriate in this case. CAD Initial Brief at pp. 23 -24. 

Customer Inform~natio Services 
111. Staff does not believe that any of the Customer Information Services 

investment should be included in rate base since the Kanawha Valley Customer Information 
System is expense reducing and, therefore, wouId be more of a future test year adjustment 
rather than the type of non-revenue producinghon-expense reducing rate base adjustment 
historically allowed by the Commission. Staff Initial Brief. Staff recommends a 
corresponding reduction in rate base of $2,529,832. 

Residuals Plant 
1 12. The CAD noted that the Charleston residuals handling facility is still under 

constsuction and its completion date and final cost are stillunknown. As the facility is not 
yet used and useful in providing service to customers and its final cost impact is unknown, 
the CAD recommended reducing rate base by $2.526 million, CAD Initial Brief. 

1 13. Staff recommended removal of $2,152,394 fiorn rate base since it is expense 
reducing and, therefore, does not comply with the  omm mission's post rate base adjustment 
policy. Staff Initial Brief at pp. 3 1-32. 

Sufton River Crossing 
1 14. The CAD argued that the Sutton River Crossing replaced a badly deteriorated 

8-inch river crossing pipe with a new 12-inch pipe. The project was compIeted after the end 
of &e test year and added $93,000 to plant in service. CAD argued that tbis post-year 
addition fails the "non-expense reducing" test, and should be excluded fiom rate base in this 
case. CAD Initial Brief at p. 22-23. 
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REVENUE REQUIREMENT RELATED ISSUES 
Cost Causers/Customer SpeciJic TauzffItems 

115. The Cost Causer tariff items, whch we shall hereafter refer to as Customer 
Specific tariff items, were introduced by the Company in this rate case as a "fairness" issue. 
Implementation of Specific Customer tariffs would assign certain identified costs to the 
individual customers "causing" those costs, and the revenue generated from them would 
serve to decrease the amount the Company must recover under its general water tariff from 
all customers. Company Initial Brief at p. 66. 

Customer SpeciJc TunfItern -Account Activation 
1 16. The proposed $20 account activation charge covers the cost to physically turn 

on water at a customer's residence. 

Customer Specific TanfSItern - Delayed Payment Penal@ 
1 17. The Company proposes that its tariff provision be modified to provide for a 

10% delayed payment penaIty and to state that the penalty would be a one-time charge of 
10% on the unpaid amount if payment is not received after 21 days from the date of the biI1. 
The Company has projected that it i s  likely to generate revenues of approximately $2.1 
million at current rates. Company Ex. PRH-A at 4. 

118. The BOE argued that Staff and CAD fail to recognize that the delayed 
payment penalty, as adopted by the Commission in its recent revision to Water Rule 4.3 .e, 
is explicitly Intended to be punitive toward the customer to encourage prompt payment. BOE 
Initial Brief at p. 17. 

Customer Speczfic Tarzflteem - Leak Adjustment Fee 
1 19. The Cornpanyproposedto increase the incrementd cost ofwater used in "leak 

adjustment'' situations &om the current level of $0.27 per 1,000 gallons to $1.55 per 1,000 
gallons. The Company's proposal would bring in approximately $120,000 in additional 
revenue, 

120. Staff does not believe the Company's proposal is reasonable and recommends 
that the Company be given permission to increase the incremental cost of water from the 
cment level of $0.27 per 1,000 gallons to $0.30 per 1,000 gallons. Staffs proposal will 
bring in approximately $3,000 in additional revenue (a difference of $1 17,000). Staff Initial 
Brief. 

12 1. Staff recommended that the incremental rate be set at $0.3 O per 1,000 gallons, 
which is consistent with Staffs Rule 42 e ~ b i t  for purchased water, he1 and power, 
chemicals and waste disposal. Direct Testimony, Stewart, at pp. 11-12. 
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Customer Specific TarrffItem - Reconnection Charge 
122. Staff agrees with the Company's proposed $20.00 reconnect: charge, which is 

supported by Water Rule 4.8.c. This charge will bring in approximately $234,000 in 
additional revenue. However, Staff argued that while it agrees with this proposed charge, 
it does not believe that customers who require deferred payment agreements shouId be 
required to pay the 'reconnect fee in full as a condition of resuming service. Direct 
Testimony, Stewart, p. 10. Instead, Staff recommends that this fee be added to the past due 
balance and recovered as part of the deferred payment agreement. Id. 

Customer SpeciJic TartflItern - Returned Check Charge 
123. Company's proposed return check charge of  $15.00 would bring in 

approximately $36,000 in additional revenue, whereas Staffs recommended $7.00 returned 
check charge would bring in approximately $16,800 in additional revenue. 

Customer Spec$c TarrgItem - Service Connection Cha~ge (Tap Fee) 
124. The Company requested a tap fee of $450 for 314 inch connection and $500 

for one-inch connection. Taps for large sizes would be the actual costs for such connections 
under the Company's proposal. 

Huntington Sunitmy Board Revenues 
125. The CAD argued that a simple reading of the unambiguous language of the 

"Service Agreement"entered into by the Company and the Huntington Sanitary 3 oard, far 
the provision of certain billing and accounting activities, reveals that the Company is not 
complying with the t e r n  of the contract and the Commission's order. Accordingly the 
CAD recommends that the Commission increase the Company's revenues by $127,051. 
CAD Initial Brief at p. 26. 

126. The Company argued that in his rebuttal testimbny, Company wifness Ferrell 
explained in detail why the CAD'S proposed adjustment has absolutely no basis, is undercut 
by the plain language ofthe Company's Commission-approved contract with the Huntington 
Sanitary Board, and otherwise fails to meet the known and measurable standard. Company 
Exhibit RL,F-B at 39-42. 

Miscellaneous Sewice Revenues 
127. The CAD argued that the Company's level of miscellaneous service revenues 

should be increased to account for the increase in the amount of rent the Company receives 
for housing the Southeast Region Service Company. CAD Initial Brief 
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T r n S  
Propeq  Tax 

128. Both Staff and the CAD have agreed to a final figure of $4,312,687 ($7,655 
more than the Company's initial estimate) for property tax, Company Initial Brief at p. 54, 
55. 

RA TE DESIGN/COST ALL OCA TION ISSUES 
Cost Allocation 

129. While CAD'S primary recommendation is that the Commission not awasd the 
Company any increase, CAD argued that if the Commission rejects this recommendation, 
then the Commission should adopt CAD'S rate design based on CAD'S class cost of service 
study. Direct Testimony, Rubin, pp. 47-48; and Supplemental Direct Testimony, Rubin, pp. 
2-3. 

130. Staff did not agree with CAD'S class cost of service study and recommended 
that any rate adjustment ordered by the Commission be spread equally across the board to 
all classes. Rebuttal Testimony, Calvert,(Staff Exhibit No. 6). 

131. The Company, the Industrial Intervenors, the Cities, and the BOE all 
advocated the use of an across the board spread of rates in the event of a change in rates. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

DISC USSIUN 
Aflovda bilify 

1. The Commission is legislatively charged to consider the interests of the state 
as a whole in addition to the interests of the individual utilities and ratepayers. West 
Virginia Code $24- 1 - 1 (a). 

2 .  West Virginia Code $24- 1 - 1 (b) states that in carrying out these purposes "[tlhe 
public service commission is charged with the responsibility for 'appraising and balancing 
the interests of current and future utility service customei-s, the general interests ofthe state's 
economy and the interests of the utilities subject to its jurisdiction in its deliberations and 
decisions." 

3. The specific concept of Affordability as the sole reason to deny a rate increase 
as raised by the CAD is an issue of first impression for this Commission. 

4. The highest: courts of West Virginia and fie United States have made clear that 
utility investors are constitutionally entitled to a reasonable opportunity to make a fair rate 
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of return on their investments to serve the public. Bluefield Water Works & Improvement 
Co. v. Public ServiceCommission, 262U.S. 679 (1 933). Thereintheunited States Supreme 
Court established the tests which a rate order must meet in order to avoid being 
unconstitutionally confiscatory, and set forth the three tests generally referred to today as the 
comparable earnings test;the fmancial integrity test, and the capital attraction test. Rates 
which, in end result, do not meet the requirements of the comparable earnings, financial 
integrity, and capital attraction tests "are unjust, unreasonable and confiscatory, and their 
enforcement deprives the public utility company of its property in violation of the Fourteenth 
Amendment." Id, at 690. 

5. The Court in Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 US. 
591 (1944) reiterated the three tests set out in Bluefield, with the exception that the test of 
a reasonable return on the "fair value" of utility's rate base was replaced with the test of a 
reasonable return to the equity owner. Hope left intact the "end results test" of its decision 
in Bluefield, including the requirement of a sufficient return to the equity owner. 

6. The Commission concludes that the Company's current rates are not the result 
of rampant and uncun.trolled rate increases, but rather stem from stipulated recommendations 
to the Commission involving the Staff and the CAD. 

7. Under the current state of the law the Commission can not find tJx basis to 
deny a rate increase based solely upon the concept of Affordability. Utilities waking a 
reasonable and prudent investment in plant are entitled to a return on that investment. 

8. It flies in the face of long standing regulatory legal principles and due process 
rights for a party to explicitly or implicitly accept expenses as being prudently incurred and 
yet argues that a utility should not be given the opportunity to recover such prudent 
expenses. 

- 

9. Affordability is not an exclusive issue the Commission can utilize to justify 
denying the Company a return on its investment, including a reasonable level of profit. 

R4 TE OF RETURN 
Return on Eqdfy 

10. The Public Service Commission has long held that rates should be set which 
allow a public utility an opportunity to earn a sufficient level of revenue that will enable the 
utility to attract capital in the competitive money market, yet which also balance this ability 
with the interest of the consuming public in receiving fair and reasonable rates. Bluefield 
Water Works and Improvement Company v. Public Service Commission, 320 U S .  679 
(1 923); Federal Power Cornmission v, Hope Natural Gas Company, 320 U.S. 591,64 S.Ct. 
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281 (1944); Permian Basin Area Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747, 88 S.Ct. 1344 (1968); 
Monomahela Power Com~anv v. Public Service Commission, 276 S.E.2d 179 (W. Va. 
1% 1). 

11. As we previously stated, rate cases in general require the Cornrn.ission to 
consider the interest of not only the investors, but also the consmers when determining a 
reasonable rate ofreturn. Case No. 94-0 138-W-42T, atpp. 47-48. The rate ofreturn should 
be sufficient to assure confidence in the financial condition of the utility and to enable to the 
utility to maintain its credit and to raise money for the proper discharge of its duties. Id. 

12. When determining a rate of return, "all of these methods represent artful 
analyses rather than exact science and none of them can be said to produce a finite "correct 
answer" to the exclusion of the others. These studies are useful in providing trends and data 
that is susceptible to interpretation, but the ultimate answer regarding investor expectations 
must rely heavily on the judgement of the Commission." Appalachian Power Companv, 
Case No. 9 1 -026-E-42T (Commission Order, November 1, 199 I), at p. 4. 

13. Permian Basin followed Bluefield and Hope, and additionally stated: 
The Commission . . . is instead obliged at each step of its regulatory process 

' to assess the requirements of the broad public interests entrusted to its 
protection by Congress. Accordingly, the 'end result' of the Commission's 
orders must be measured as much by fhe success with which they protect those 
interests as by the eEectiveness with which they 'maintain . . . credit and . . . 
attract capital.' [Permian Basin at pp. 790-791.3 

The Court specifically stated a list of three 'determinations" for a reviewing body to 
make: 

First, it must determine whether the Commission's order, viewed in light of 
the relevant facts and of the Commission's broad regulatory duties, abused or 
exceeded its authority. Second, the court must examine the m e r  in which 
the Commission has employed the methods of regulation which it has itself 
selected, and must decide whether each of the order's essential elements is 
supported by substantial evidence. Third, the court must determine whether 
the order may reasonably be expected to maintain financial integriq, attract 
necessary capital, and fairly compensate investors for the risks they have 
assumed, and yet provide appropriate -protection to the relevant public 
interests, both existing and foreseeable. [Permian Basin at pp. 791-792.1 

14. The recommendations of expert witnesses on cost of common equity are useful 
as guides, but, due to the subjective nature of the various inputs into each expert's 
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recommendation, the determination of an appropriate cost of common equity for a utility 
must rest principally with the Commission's best judgement. See, The Fotomac Edison 
Company, Case No. 79-230-E-42T, (Interim Order, November 21,1979) at p. 7; Virginia 
Eleclric and Power Company, Case No. 79-040-E-42T, 67 ARPSCWV 277 (Final Order, 
February 1,1980); MonongahelaPower Cornpaw, CaseNo. 80-05 8-E-42T, (Interimorder, 
July 18, 1980) at p. 8; Mononrrahela Power Company, Case 90-504-E-42T (Commission 
Order, June 11, 1991) at p. 2-4.; GTE South. Inc., Case No. 90-522-T-42T (Commission 
Order, May 3 1, 1991) at p. 17; Ap~aIachian Power Company, Case 91-026-E-42T 
(Commission Order, November 1,199 1) at p. 4; Mountaineer Gas Company, Case No. 93- 
0005-G-42T (Commission Order, October 29, 1993) at p. 9. 

15. The Commission believes that Mr. Mod, testifying on behalf of the Company, 
has simply stretched his analysis upward at every opportunity to produce a recommended 
range of reimns on equiw that are clearly excessive and not consistent with investor 
expectations. 

16. The Company used natural gas companies with returns substantially higher 
than the Water Group and claimed that the groups were comparable. But natural gas 
investment is far riskier and not comparable to water. 

17. The CAPM depends on a determination of an objective and sustainable risk 
fYee component. 

18. In today's market, with secured savings accounts receiving annual interest of 
less than 1 %, with secured Certificates of Deposit receiving annual interest around 2%, and 
with short term treasury bonds yielding less than 2%, we simply do not fmd any credibility 
in the Company witness' support of a 5% risk Gee component. 

19. The Commission fmds significant subjective modifications to the empirical 
data adopted by the Company witness that not only render his re~ommendations as being on 
the high side, they simply place his 10.0% to 11.5% return on equity recommendation 
outside of any range of reasonableness. 

20. With regard to the CAD witness' recommendation of an 8.25% return on 
equity, the Commission also concludes that Mr. Short fails to support some of the 
components of his recommendation. We find this to be particularly troublesome with regard 
to his use of multiple growth rates in his DCF model and his use of multiple risk free 
components in his CAPM. 
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2 1 : The CAD witness' use of excessive growkt rates as part of his analysis and his 
use of a 30 year US. Treasury bond rate, which we do not consider to be a reasonable 
measure of the risk fiee component of the CAPM, similarly renders his recommend 8.25% 
cost of equity to be too high. 

22. The Staff's 6.67% return recommendation is based on the most realistic and 
objective measures of investor expectations and market risks. 

23. The end result tests performed by Staff are not, as the Company asserts, the 
means to the end goal of determining a fair and reasonable rate of return. Instead, these end 
result analyses help the Commission to determine if a given capital structure, debt costs, and 
return on equity produce sufficient interest coverage, dividend potential, and internal cash 
Bows to enable the Company to meet the comparable earnings, financial integrity, and 
capital attraction tests set forth in the Bluefield and Hope cases. 

24. Upon a review of the end resuIts of the Staffs recommended return on equity, 
particularly with regard to the net income available for preferred dividends and remaining 
for common stock holders after payment of preferred dividends, the Commission concludes 
that a return on equity in excess of the Staff's recommended 6..67% is needed. 

25. The Commission's return on equity capital rate of 7.00% is at the Iower end 
ofthe scale as presented bythe but adequately balances the concerns of the Company 
regarding investor perceptions of the riskiness of the water industry with the need to ensure 
that the ratepayers pay rates reflecting no more than a fair rate of return, and also is sufficient 
to comply with the Koue and Bluefield tests set forth previously in this discussion. 

26. Upon consideration ofthe testimonyand briefs oftheparties, the Commission 
concludes it is reasonable to set return on equ& capital at a rate of 7.00%. 

Capital Structure and Resulting Rate of Return 
27. The capital structure issue addresses the sources of capital supporting the net 

assets (rate base) of the utility. A company's capital structure will normally depict the 
amount of capital acquired by an entity through retained earnings, other paid in capital 
contributions *om stockholders, the issuance of debt, and the issuance of stock. Capital 
structure quantifies short-term and long-term debt, as well as preferred and common equity - 
and establishes a relationship between the various capital sources for subsequent use in a 
fornulaic approach to determine a composite cost of capital. 

28. To determine cost of capital, each type of capital is calculated as apercentage 
of the total capital structure. The cost rate for each type of capital (long term debt, short 

1 
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term debt, preferred stock, and common stock) is then multiplied by that type of capital's 
percentage of the total capital structure to derive a weighted cost of capital for each type. 
Those wejghted costs are then added to reach a total cost of capital or rate of return. 

29. The Commission concludes that based on the record in this case each of the 
capital structures are so similar that none would be determined to be imprudent. 

30. In this case, for the capital structure, and for no other issue, the Commission 
concludes that it is reasonable to split the difference between the positions of the Company 
and Staff. 

3 1. It is reasonable to adopt the Staffs recommendation regarding the cost of short 
term debt of 1.40%. 

32. Accordingly, the Commission shall utilize the foilowing capital structure, cost 
ofkapital and overall rate of return: 

OPERA TION AND MUTENANCE AND OTHER EPENSES 
33. There are two Operation a d  Maintenance issues that reverberate throughout 

several of the other O&M issues in this case: (1) Capitalized Payroll and (2) the number of 
Company employees. 

Capitalized Payroll Ratio 
34. Utilizing the Company's ratio of 23.19% steps outside of the 2002 test year 

and violates the matching principle. 

35. Accordingly, the Commission shall retain the historic capitalized payroll ratio 
of 28.58%. This adjustment from the Company's requested level of operation and 
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maintenance expenses has the effect of lowering those expenses by approximately $900,000. 
In addition, there are effects on payroll related costs such as Employee Insurance, Pensions 
and OPEB 's which amount to approximately $340,000. 

Employee Levels 
36. As the Company's requested modification to the test year is known and 

measurable the Commission shall accept the Company's employee level of 323. 

Afiliate Charges 
37. West Virgnia Code $24-2-3 does not require utilities to merely demonstrate 

that services iTom affiliates are provided on a competitive basis, at which point the affiliate 
can rebin any profit it may have earned on such transactions, but that the utility demonstrate 
the level of profits so that the C o ~ d s s i o n  can consider the level of profit in determining 
the Company's overall rate of return. C&P Tele. Co. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'nn., 171 W.Va. 
494,300 S.E.2d 607 (1982). 

38. The Affiliated Charges expense item has been contained and previously 
approved in prior rate cases. The question of excessive affiliated profits bas not been raised 
in previous rate cases even though the CAD md Commission Staff have, for years, 
investigated all aspects of the Company's rate cases without this issue corning to the 
forefront. In this case, the BOE has raised the issue but only as a conjecture - there is no 
verification that a problem exists. In other words, the Company made aprima facie case for 
inclusion of the affiliated charges which the Cities failed to rebut. 

Call Center 
39. The Commission agrees with the Staff position on this issue for the reasons 

set forth by Staff in its testimony and briefs. The annual amortization of an item that has 
been deferred by the dommission should be related to the actual cost of the deferred amount 
and the amortization period, in this case 10 years. The Company's accounting for 
amortization of deferred costs should not be confxolled by estimates o f  annual amortization 
expense that it made in prior rate cases. Instead, the amortization rate was established by the 
Commission at 10% and the Company's annual amortization expense should be based on 
10% of the actual costs deferred. Accordingly, the Commission concludes it is reasonable 
to allow the Staffs adjustment of $90,250 for annual amortization of Call Center transition 
costs. 

Comprehensive Planning Study 
40. It is reasonable to adopt the Staff position regarding the comprehensive 

planning study and maintain the same treatment of the costs as developed in the 1994 
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Company rate case. Such treatment is consistent with the Commission authorized System 
of Accounts. 

ESOP and 401 @) 
41. TheESOP and 401 (k) expense items are contingent upon employee levels and 

the Capitalized Payroll Ratio. The Commission shall adjust these items consistent with its 
payroll decisions above. 

Great Lakes Chemical Plant 
42. Under Rule 42 of the Commission's Tariff Rules a utility filing for a rate 

increase is required to provide financial information regarding what is knob as the 
historical test year. The historical test year provides the Cofnlnission with a "snap-shot" of 
what the utility's financial condition is for the purpose of determining whether the utility's 
requested rate increase is reasonable. See, West Virpinia-American Water Company, Case 
No. 94-01 3 8-W-42T (Commission order entered December 22,1994, at page 55).  Because 
it is difficult to predict how a utility's financial condition will change, the Commission in 
the past has limited infomation regarding the utility's financial condition to the historical 
test-year. The Cornmission may allow an adjustment to the test year financial information 
-that a utility or any other party to the proceeding is proposing, if it is lcuown and measurable 
anddoes not violate the basic principal of matching test year rate base and test year expense 
units to test year revenue units. 

43. Since average test year plant balances, by definition, satisfy the matching 
principal, adjustments to rate base are not considered unless they can be demonstrated as 
being non-revenue producing and non-expense reducing. See, the 1994 Company rate case 
order and West Virginia-American Water Company, Case Nos. 92-01 13-W-PC and 92- 
0250-W-42T (Commission order entered May 19, 1992, at p. 2 and at Conclusion of Law 
No. 3 at p. 4): 

44. Making adjustments to test year units of revenue andlor expenses based on 
factors such as the loss (or gain) of a single customer starts down the perilous trail of 
converting an historic test yeas to a future test year. 

45. Customers, particularly residential customers, but also commercial and 
industrial cusfomers, enter and leave a utility's service territory with some frequency. To 
attempt to track the revenues and expenses associated with entering and exiting customers 
would not be efficient or particularly meaningful. Additionally, existing customers may 
increase their levels of usage. 

9 9 
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46. The Commission has a preference for historic test years rather than projected 
test years. 

47. While there may be instances of customers so large as to create a devastating 
impact on a utility requiring the Commission to recognize the loss of such customer, and' 
make adjustments that result in at least a partially projected test year, the Commission is not 
convinced that the loss of the Great Lakes Chemical plant creates such an instance. 

48. It is reasonable for the Commission to adopt the Staffs position regarding the 
loss of the Great Lakes Chemical plant as a customer. 

Incentive Compensation 
49. Incentive compensation is a known znd measurable expense in this case. It 

was contained in the test year and shall be allowed for ratemaking pmposes. 

SO. All empIoyees of the Company axe working not only to provide dean, safe, 
and potable water to the citizens of West Virginia but are also working as employees of the 
stockholders with an end towards maximizing stockholder wealth. The incentive 
compensation is merely a different means of providing such motivation. To the extent 
employee incentives result in efficiencies and/or increased productivity stockholders are 
benefitted, but eventzIalIy such benefits will be reflected in lower revenue requirements and 
lower rates. Thus, both stockholders and ratepayers benefit from increased productivity and 
operating efficiencies. 

5 I.  The Commission concludes that it is reasonable to reject the Cities and CAD 
arguments and allow the inclusion of the costs of the Long-Term Incentive Plan in the 
revenue requirements in this case. 

Employee Insurance Expenses and OPEB Expenses 
52. The Employee Insurance and OPEB expense items are contingent upon 

employee levels and the Capitalized Payroll Ratio. The Commission shall adjust these items 
consistent with its payroll decisions above. 

Pension Costs 
53. Pension Costs ax-e affected by the employee levels and the Capitalized Payroll 

Ratio and the Commission shall adjust them accordingly. ~ d d ~ t i o n a l l ~ ,  it is reasonable to 
adopt the Company's position regarding the use of the 3rd and 4th quarters of 2003 to 
annualize those figures for use in the final two quarters of 2004. Stepping outside the test 
year in this instance is reasonable given that the 3rd and 4th quarters of 2003 are the latest 
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and most accurate information available and, as such, constitute known and measurable 
adjustments related to the level of service provided during the test year. 

Rate Case Expease 
54. The Commission concludes that when expenses are deferred and are subject 

to a specified amortization rate, it is appropriate to apply the amortization rate to the actual 
amounts deferred. We are not ~onvhced that this continual deferral and amortization is 
preferable to simply establishing a fair and reasonable annual amount, based on areasonable 
average, for expense items 'like rate case expense that vary greatly from year to year. 
However, we are convinced that the position of the CAD and BOE are not reasonable and 
would not allow the Company a reasonable opportunity to recover its expenses. Staff 
supports a defesral and amortization approach In this case and has calculated the 
unamortized balance of the 2001 rate case appropriately by applying the intended 
amortization rate to actual expenses deferred. The Commission will adopt the Staffposition 
on this issue in this case. 

Securify Costs/Synergy Savings 
55. Although the Staffs recommended treatment of the Security CostslSynergy 

Savings do not adhere slrictiy to standard ratemaking concepts related to the use of an 
histoI-ic test year and the matching principal as described above, in this case all parfies are 
in agreement that these adjustments are appropriate. Furthermore, both the need for 
additional security and the synergy savings were brought OD by extraordinary events for 
which the Commission believes the current treatment, as agreed to by the parties, is 
warranted, 

56. It is reasonable to step outside of the test year and include an additional $2.75 
million in rate base and to decrease the Company's ongoing annual security operation and 
maintenance expenses in the amount of $627,000. 

Sem'ce Company AElocation (Management Fee Allocatiolz) 
57. The billing percentage utilized as the service Company allocation is now 

known and measurable as it was reduced on March 1,2003, to 5.67%. This constitutes a 
known and measurable adjustment to the test year and the Commission shall adopt it. 

Taxes - Consolidated tax savings adjust~nent 
58. It is reasonable forthe Commission to adopt the Company's position regarding 

consolidated tax savings, as described herein. 

I 
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Unco Z!ectible Accounts 
59. The Conlxnission has long held that uncollectibles should be averaged since 

the test year might be unusual and that the use of an average would smooth out any such 
anomaly. Hope Gas. Inc., CaseNo, 93-0004-G-42T (Commission Order October 29,1993) 
'at p. 22. 

60. Write-offs for uncollectibles are, to a degree, in the control of management. 
UncoIIectibIes are the type of expenses with a tendency to fluctuate from one period to 
another, oftentimes without predictable consistency. As such, it is reasonable to normalize 
through the use of a three-year average. 

Use Fees 
6 .  The Company's operation of the Lewis County project. and the revenue from 

the new Lewis County customers are not included in test year costs OT revenue. Granting 
the Company's treatment would violate the test year matching of revenues and expenses. 

Use Fees - From Prior Period 
62. The Company's attempt to reach backward to correct previous deficiencies 

regarding use fees constitutes improper retroactive ratemaking. Furthermore, the 
Commission did not grant the Company leave to defer the requested amounts. 

Wages \% 

63. The Company has demonstrated similar and consistent treatment of its Union 
and non-union employees. Such treatment was the basis for our decision in the Company's 
1994 rate case. The CAD presented no evidence to demonstrate any pattern or instance 
where the Company failed to provide non-union employees with wage adjustments that were 
'consistent with and comparabIe to wage adjustments negotiated for union employees. 
 heref fore; we see no reason to depart fiom our historic treatment of this issue for the 
Company. 

Taste Disposal Expawe 
64. The adjustment for the treatment facilities other thm the Kanawha Valley 

Treatment Plant represent nothing more than budget expectations based on the Company's 
engineers estimates of future expenses. These types of estimates simply do not rise to the 
level of certainty that should accompany appropriate going level expense adjustments in a 
historic test year rate case. 
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Workers ' Compensation 
65. As the newly generated Workers' Compensation rate of 3.29% for the 

Company is now lmown and measurable, it is reasonable for the Commission to adopt that 
rate. 

R A E  BASE 
66. The tern "rate base" refers, generally speaking, to a utiEty's investment in 

utility plant. Principally, a utility's rate base is financed by investor-supplied capital and 
c?nsists ofnumerous elements, including utility plxit in service, utility plant held for future 
use, certain elements of construction work in progress (completed and in service), aad 
certain unclassified plant in service, The rate base generated by adding these elements 
together is then generally adjusted for items such as accumulated depreciation; depletion and 
amortization; contributions in aid of construction; customer advances for construction; 
working capital; and deferred federal incomes, among other things. After all necessary 
elements are properly added to or subtracted from rate base, the net rate base represents the 
amount of utility plant and other capitalized items to which the rate of return authorized by 
autility commission will be applied to generate thereturn componentwhich will be included 
in the utility's rates. This return component will include afiowmce for interest costs, 
dividends on prefemd stock, and a return on equity. Generally, for utility plant to be 
included in rate base, it must be used and useful (i.e., used by the utility in providing service 
to its customers). 

67. Rule 42 of the Commission's Tariff Rules requires that, in rate filings before 
the Commission, rate base be stated as a 13 -month average. This average of rate base as of 
the beginning of the test year and as of the end of each month of the test year generally 
properly matches rate base to revenues and expenses of the test year. 

68. Departure from a 13-month average rate base has been permitted by the 
Convnission in certain circumstances. 

Temzinal T~eatment of 2002 Rate Base Additions 
69. While we require the filing of an average test year rate base, the Commission 

has allowed going level adjustments to rate base under cehain conditions. See, e.g., Hope 
Gas, Inc., Case No. 93-0004-G-42T (October 29, 1993) and the 1994 Company rate case 
order. 

70. The CAD has not provided a compelling reason for us to reject the Staffs 
recommended adjustments that conform to the Conmission's past practice of allowing non- 
revenue producing and nun-expense reducing plant additions during and even after the end 
of the test year to be given terminal rate base treatment. 
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Acquisition Adjustments 
71. StafFs position regarding acquisition adjustments is consistent with the 

Commission's position in West Virpinia-American Water Comoany and East Bank Water 
Department, Case No. 00-1 7 19-W-PC (Commission Order February 6,2001). 

Capital Projects 
72. The Commission was not convinced by the BOE's arguments regarding the 

treatment of capital projects and concludes that it is reasonable to not adopt the BOE's 
position on this issue. 

Cash Workz'pzg Capital 
73. Working cash is h e  capital contributed by investors which must be usedto pay 

for expenditures of a company due to the lag h e  before revenues to pay for such 
expenditures are received fiomthe customers. Cash working capital is included in rate base 
in order to provide the investors with a return on this supplied capital. Depending on the 
timing of expense payments relative to collection of revenues, a utility may actually receive 
reimbursement before paying an expense, and this results in a negative cash working capital 
requirement which should be reflected as areduction to rate base. On the other hand, when 
a utilitymust pay expenses prior to collecting the associated revenues, the result is apositive 
cash workmg capital requirement that should be added to rate base. 

74. A leadflag study measures the differences between the time senices are 
rendered until the time revenues for those services are received, on the one hand, and the 
time that expenses axe incimed for providing utility senices and the time when payment is 
rendered by the utility for those expenses, on the other hand. The difference between these 
periods is expressed in terms of days. 

75. The CAD has improperly included depreciation expense in the leadilag study. 

C~.~tomer Infomation Services 
76. The CIS software was not installed until July of 2003 and thus lies outside of 

the test year. Additionally, the decision to upgrade software is not on par with on-going 
pipeline maintenance and consequently it is reasonable not to afforded it the terminal rate 
base consideration given to pipeline maintenance. 

Pre-paymen ts (Insuvance, Expenses, Taxes, Misc.} 
77. The pre-payments issue appears to have resolved itself and adoption of the 

Company's position on the matter is therefore reasonable. 
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Residuals Plant 
78. The Commission concludes that it is reasonable to adopt the Staffposition on 

the residuals plant rate base issue and reduce rate base by $2,152,394. 

Sutton River Crossing 
79. The Commission concludes that the Company has demonstratedthat the Sutton 

River Crossing is non-revenue producing. Furthermore, there is no evidence of significant 
test year expenses that will be eliminated by the investment in the new river crossing are that 
are of such magnitude as to lead us to reject terminal rate base treatment of this item. 

MYENUE REQUIREMENT RELATED ISSUES 
Customer Speczjic TauzflItetem - Account Activatim 

80. - The account activation tariff, whereby a new customer is charged $20 for the 
privilege of becoming a customer, is unreasonable. 

Customer Speci*fic Tanfltem - Delayed Payment Penalty 
81. It is reasonable to permit use of a delayed payment penalty corresponding to 

that contained in Water Rule; 4.3.e f o ~  use in the Company's tariff. However, in the interest 
of notice to the customers, the Commission shall require the Company to provide either a 
billing insert or a separate mailing to customers explaining that the Company will apply a 
new 10% penalty charge on the unpaid portion of any bill that remains outstanding for more 
than 20 days after the bill is mailed to the customer. The Company sbdl not impose the 
Delayed P a p e n t  Penalv until such notice has been provided to the customers and m 
affidavit of such notice has been submitted to the Commission. Additionally, for all bills 
which will be subject to the new delayed penalty provision, the Company shall include on 
all customer billing statements both the amount due if paid timely as well as the date and the 
amount of the bill if paid late. For example: 
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Amount due and owing: 

If paid after March 20,2004: 
I 

$40.00 

$44.00 
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Customer Specific Tanfrtem - Leak Adjusiment Fee 
82. Water Rule 4.4.c. reads, in part, as follows: 

4.4.c. Leaks on the customer's side of the meter- 

2. The policy shall provide for a recalculated bill to reflect the 
utility's incremental cost of treating or purchasing the water, . . . . 

The Commission concludes that the calculation of the cost of treating or purchasing 
water as described in the rule does not include fixed costs. 

Customer Speczjk TarzTIfern - Reconnection Charge 
83. It is reasonable to allow the inclusion of a $20 reconnection fee, subject to 

disallowance of double recovery and subject to inclusion of the charge within deferred 
payment agreements, as described herein. 

Customer Spec$c Tar~yIfeem - Returned Check Charge 
84. It is reasonable to allow the returned check charge requested bythe Company 

not to exceed the actual amount of the returned check fee charged to the Company by its 
bank. See, e-g., Little Creek Public Service District, Case No. 01-0970-PWD-T (August 10, 
2001), and Marshall Countv Public Service District, Case No. 03-0869-PWD-T-PW 
(Commission order entered August 20,2003). 

Customer Specific Tanffltern - Sewice Connection Charge (Tap Fee) 
85. The Company, as a large investor-owned utility, does not have the same 

limited access to capital sources and the same need to live off of day to day cash flow as 
many publicly operated utilities. As such, it is reasonable to deny the Company's request 
for a Service Connection Charge. 

Huntington Sanitaqy Board Revenues 
86. The Cornmission concludes that Company witness Fenell's recalculation of 

the cost of providing billing services to the Huntington Sanitaxy Board, containing the $0.79 
figure, continues to be justified. 

Mkcellaneous Service Revenues 
87. It is reasonable to adopt the CAD position on the issue of Miscellaneous 

Service Revenues as a known and measurable change. 
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TAXES 
Federal and State Unemployment; FICA; Interest Synchronizution Adjustment; State 
Business and Occupation faxes 

88- It is reasonable to adjust Federal and State Unemployment taxes, FICA taxes, 
the Interest Synchronization Adjustment, and State Business and Occupation taxes 
consistent with the Commission's previous payroll decisions herein regarding employee 
levels and the f ayroll Expense Ratio, among others. 

Puoperty Tax 
89. It is reasonable to adopt the $4,312,687 figure as agreed tcl by the Company, 

CAD, and Staff as it represents the actual 2003 property tax liability figure. 

fL4 TE D E W C O S T  ALLOCATION ISSUES 
Cost Allocation 

90. The Commission, in Case No. 94-0138-W-42T, made clear that it would 
consider which of two methods was the more appropriate class cost of service study in the 
Company's next rate case which involved a class cost of service study. The two methods 
referred to were the %base-extra capacity" method and the "commodity-demanPmethod- 
See 1994 Company rate case, (December 22,1994), Conclusion of Law No. 31 atp. 70 and 
pp. 50-51. 

91. The CAD did not offer a justification for the Commission to switch to the 
%ase-extra" capacity method for the Company. 

92. In the 1994 Company rate case order, the Cormnission stated the following 
regarding cost allocation: 

The cost allocation studies in this filing were "base extra-capacity" stirdies. 
The Company filed a %are extra-capacity" study consistent without 
requirement in the rules that it continue to use the same methodology as was 
used in the last case. The Commission has often used peak 
demand/commodities studies (peak responsibility) in municipal water cases. 
The Commission is interested in having as much consistency in allocation 
studies as is reasonable and workable among water utilities. We, therefore, 
believe &at West Virginia Water should file with its next rate case not only 
a %ase extra-capacity" study but also a study using the "peak 
demandcommodity" beak responsibility) analysis: The Commission intends 
to determine what method is appropriate to use for West Virginia Water in the 
future. 

P U B L l C  S E R V I C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
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93. It is reasonable to reject the CAD'S cost of service study for reasons discussed 
herein. 

RATEIMPACT 
94. The results of 03 decisions herein, as summarized in Appendix A, reflect an 

overall revenue requirement of $98,783,000 before additionalB&O taxes anduncollectibles. 
Since going level revenues are $97,057,000, our decisions herein reflect that the Company 
should be granted an increase of $1,828,000, after considering additional B&O taxes and 
uncollectiblcs on the increased revenue. 

95. The Commission has determined that the delayed payment penalv will 
produce less revenue since we are not granting a usage rate increase in this case. Adjusting 
the Company's projection on a pro-rata basis, we conclude that the DelayedPayment PenaIty 
will produce $1.8 million. 

96. In addition to the delayed payment penalty we have approved the 
Reconnection. Charge and the Returned Check Charge, which should produce approximately 
$251,000. Therefore, in total, the Customer Specific Tariff items should produce 
approximately $2,111,000. 

97. Considering the need for an overall increase of $1,828,000, and the additional 
revenue which we have estimated to be produced by the Customer Specific tariff items, the 
net remaining increase required is actually a decrease of $283,000. 

98. A negative $283,000 represents approximately two tenths of a percent of the 
Company's total operating revenue. Additionally, this number is dependent on the estimated 
effect of the Customer Specific tariff items. 

99. Considering the uncertainty of the revenue effect of the Customer Specific 
tariff items, and the very small balance left in this case for usage rate design, the 
Commission shall order no change in the Company's usage rates. 

ORDER 

DISCUSSION 
Aforda bility 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the CAD'S request that the Commission should 
deny any increase in this case until such time as the income of the Company's customers 
improves or the Company can show that it requires additional revenue to avoid financial 
distress, is hereby denied for the reasons stated herein. 

P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
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RATE OFRETURN . . 

Return on Equity 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the return on equity capital for the Company is 

hereby set at a rate of 7.00%. 

Capital Stpucture and Resulti7zg Rate of Return 
ITIS FURTHER ORDERED that the EoIlowing capital structure, cost of capital, and 

overall rate of return is hereby authorized for use by the Company 

OPERA TIUN AND MAINTENANCE AND OTHER EXPENSES 
Capitalized Payroll Ratio - 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Company shall maintain the use of the current 
capitalized payroll ratio of 28.58%. 

Employee Levels 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the is authorized to use rn employee 

level of 323. 

A$Iiate Charges 
IT IS FURTEER ORDERED that the BOE recommendation that the Commission 

reject $5,570,617 in affiliate charges is hereby denied. 

Call Center 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Staff adjustment of $90,250 for amual 

amortization of Call Center transition costs, is hereby adopted. 
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Comprehensive Planning Study 
IT  IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Company shall continue to maintain the same 

treatment ofthe comprehensive planning study costs as ordered in the Company's 1994 rate 
case, Case No. 94-0138-W-42T. 

Great Lakes Chemical Plant 
IT IS FURTEER ORDERED that the Company's requested treatment of the loss of 

the Great Lakes Chemical plant as a customer is hereby denied and the Shff  s recommended 
treatment is hereby adopted. 

Incentive Cornpensat ion 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Company's requested treatment of its Long- 

Term Incentive Plan as described in this case is hereby adopted. 

Pension Costs 
IT IS FURTHER ORDIXED that the Company's requested treatment of pension 

costs is hereby adopted for use in this case. 

Rate Case Expense 
IT IS FURTHER O.RDERED that the Company's trea-tment o f  its rate case expense 

is herein denied and instead the Staff treatment is herein adopted. 

Security CustdSynergy Savings 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the agreed upon treatment of ongoing annual 

security operations and maintenance expenses, as described herein, is hereby approved. 

Service Company Allocation (Management Fee Allocation) 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that 5.67% is hereby authorized for use as the Service 

Company allocation. 

Truces - Consolidated tax savings adjustment 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the use of the CAD'S position regarding 

consolidated tax savings, is hereby denied. 

Uncollectible Accounts 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the use of a three year average for determining 

uncollectables is hereby adopted for use in this case. 

P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
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Use Fees 
IT IS FURTEIER ORDERED that the Staff's position, as described herein, regarding 

the 2003 use fees paid to the Lewis County Economic Development Authoriv, is hereby 
adopted for use in this case. 

Use Fees - From Prior Period 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Staff and CAD position regarding use fees for 

prior periods, as described herein, is hereby adopted for use in this case. 

Wages 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Company's requested treatment for its non- 

union employees is hereby adopted for use in this case. 

Waste Disposal Expense 
ITIS FURTHER ORDERED that the Staffpositionregarding waste disposal expense 

is hereby adopted for use in this case. 

W o r k s  ' Compensation 
IT IS FUR'TIIER ORDERED that the Workers' Compensation rate of 3.29% is 

hereby authorized for use in this case. 

iPA TE BASE 
Terminal Treatment of 2002 Rate Base Additions 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the terminal rate base adjustments recommended 
by Staff as described herein are hereby adopted fox use in this case. 

Acquisition Adjustments 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Staffs position regarding acquisition 

adjustments is hereby adopted for use in this case. 

Capital Projects 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the BOE recommendation regarding capital 

projects is not adopted for use in this case. 

Cash Workivtg Capital 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a negative cash working capital component of rate 

base premised on the lead lag study presented by the Company and supported by Staff, 
adjusted for appropriate changes in revenue and expense components, is hereby adopted for 
use in this case. 

P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  C O M M I S S I O N  
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Customer Infomation Sewices 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Staff position rejecting terminal rate base 

consideration for the Customer Infomation Services is hereby adopted. 

Pre-payments (hsurance, Expenses, Taxes, Misc.) 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the pre-payments issue, resolved as described 

herein, is hereby adopted. 

Residuals Plant 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Staff recommendation as described herein 

regarding rate base treatsnent of the residuals p l a ~ t  is hereby adopted. 

Sutton River Crossing 
' IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the inclusion of the Sutton River Crossing in rate 

base as recommended by the Company, is hereby adopted. 

REmNUE REQUIREMENT RELATED ISSUES 
Customer Specific TarzfItem -Account Activation 

IT IS FURTHER OFDERED that use of the account activation Customer Specific 
tariff is hereby denied. 

Customer Specific TarzffItem - Delayed Payment Penalty 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that inchion of a delayed payment penalty tariff, as 

described and containing the explicit conditions contained herein, is hereby approved. 

Customer Specific TaqfItem - Leak Adjustment Fee 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that $0.30 per thousand gallons is hereby adopted for 

use as the Company's incremental cost of water when determining its incremental Xeak 
adjustment. 

Customer Specific TarzfItem - Reconnectim Charge 
IT IS FUlZTHER ORDERED that the $20 reconnection fee tariff, subject to 

disallowance of double recovery and subject to inclusion of the charge within deferred 
payment agreements, as described herein, is hereby approved. 

Customer Spec@c TarrflItm - Returned Check Charge 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the returned check chaxge tariff item is hereby 

approved under the conditions discussed herein. 

1 
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Customer Speczfrr Tar.z$flkm - Service Connection Charge (Tap Fee) 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Company request to include a Service 

Connection charge in its tariff is hereby denied. 

Huntington Sanitary Board Revenues 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the CAD proposal for treatment of Huntington 

Sanitary Board revenues is hereby denied. 

MisceElaneous Service Bevenues 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the CAD position regarding the MiscelIaneous 

Service Revenues, as described herein, is hereby adopted. 

TAXES 
Property Tax 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the property tax Iiability figure discussed herein 
is hereby adopted. 

h!A TE DESIGN/COST ALL 0 CA TION ISSUES 
Cost Allocation 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the use of the CAD proposed cost of service study 
is hereby denied. 

RATE IMPACT 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Company's per gallon usage rates remain 

unchanged. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Company continue to charge its current per 
gallon'usage rates on and after the date of this order. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Company file tariff sheets, which shall include 
the Customer Specific tariff items herein approved, consistent with the resolution of the 
issues in this order, within 10 days of the date of this order. 
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ITIS FURTHER ORnERET) that upon entry ofthis order, this case shall be removed 
fkom the Commission's docket of open cases. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Commission's Executive Secretary serve a copy 
of t k i s  order upon all parties of record by United States First Class Mail and upon 
Commission Staff by hand delivery. 

A True Copy, Teste: 

ARC 
JJw/lfg 
03 03 53 cg.wpd 

L% Smdra Squire 
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Return on equity 
Overall rate of return 

Rate Base 

Return on rate base 
Federal income taxes 
State income taxes 

Appendix A 
Sheet 1 of 3 

West Virginia American Water Company 
Case No. 03-0353-W-42T 

Revenue Requirements per Commission Order 

Operation and Maintenance Expenses 
Depreciation 
Taxes other than income taxes 
Total before additional k&O and uncollectib 
Going-Level Revenue 97,057 
Net increase required before additional B&O arid uncollectibles 1,726 
Additional muac~llectibles 
Additional B&O 
Total increase required 

Additional New Miscellaneous Service Revenue: 
Delayed Payment Penalty 
Reconnection Charge 
Bad Check Charge 

Total Additional New Miscellaneous Service Revenue 

Balance Needed fiom Usage Rates (283) 
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Appendix A 
Sheet 2 of 3 

West Virginia Americin Water Company 
Case No. 03-0353-W-42T 

Detail of Revenue Requirements Components 

Rate Base: $ (000) 

Rate Base per Company Revised Rule 42 
Commission Order Adjustments: . 
Security related investment 
Customer Information System 
Residuals treatment facilities 
Acquisition adjustment 
Accumulated depreciation related to other adjustments 
Working capital related to revenue and expense adjustments 
Staff adjustments to deposits, ITC, deferred taxes and OPEB's - 
Rate Base per Commission Order - 

Depreciation Expense: 
~epreciation per Company Rule 42 
Colllraission Order Adjustments: 
Security related investment 
Customer Information System 
Residuals treatment facilities 
Depreciation per Commission Order 

Operating Revenue: 
Going Ievel revenue per Company Revised Rule 42 
Commission Order Adjustments: 
Add municipal B&O taxes (staff adjustment) 
Great Lakes Chemical Co. adjustment 
Op~rating rents adjustment 
Going level revenue per Commission Order 
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Appendix A 
Sheet 3 of 3 

West Virginia American Water Company 
Case No. 03-0353-W-42T 

Detail of Revenue Requirements Components 

Taxes Other Than Income Taxes (Other Taxes): $ (000) 
Other taxes at going level per Company Rule 42 9,892 
Commission Order Adj justments: 
Add municipal. B&O taxes (staff adjustment) 1,857 
State B&O taxes (staff adjustment) 90 % 

Tax adjustments related to other revenue and expense adjustments (47) 
Other taxes at going level per Commission Order 1 1,792 

Operation and Maintenance Expenses: $ (000) 
O W  expenses per Company Rule 42 45,062 
Commission Order Adjustments: 
Great Lakes Chemical Co. adjustment 18 
Adjust to test year capitalized payroll rate (9 12) 
Other payroll related adjustments (except Workers Comp.) (345) 
CalI center adjustment (11) 
Comprehensive planning study adjustment (17% 
Rate Case Expense (54) 
Security related "synergy"savings (623) 
Service compmy allocation adjustment ( 162) 
Adjustment to reflect average uncaHectible rate (398) 
Use fee adjustment (199) 
Waste disposal adjustment (129) 
Workers Compensation adjustment (rate and capitalization ratio) (123) 
O&M expenses per Commission Order 41,955 
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